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Abstract

We investigate how abduction and induction can be integrated into a
common learning framework. In particular, we consider an extension of
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) for the case in which both the background and the target theories are abductive logic programs and where
an abductive notion of entailment is used as the basic coverage relation
for learning. This extended learning framework has been called Abductive Concept Learning (ACL). In this framework, it is possible to learn
with incomplete background information about the training examples by
exploiting the hypothetical reasoning of abduction. We also study how
the ACL framework can be used as a basis for multiple predicate learning.
An algorithm for ACL is developed by suitably extending the topdown ILP method: the deductive proof procedure of Logic Programming
is replaced by an abductive proof procedure for Abductive Logic Programming. This algorithm also incorporates a phase for learning integrity
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constraints by suitably employing a system that learns from interpretations like ICL. The framework of ACL thus integrates the two ILP settings of explanatory (predictive) learning and con rmatory (descriptive)
learning. The above algorithm has been implemented into a system also
called ACL Several experiments have been performed that show the effectiveness of the ACL framework in learning from incomplete data and
its appropriate use for multiple predicate learning.
1
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Introduction and Motivation

The problem of integrating abduction and induction in Machine Learning systems has recently received renewed attention with several works on this
topic
. In the notion of Abductive Concept Learning (ACL) was
proposed as a learning framework based on an integration of Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP)
and Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) .
Abductive Concept Learning is an extension of ILP that allows us to
learn abductive logic programs with abduction playing a central role in the
covering relation of the learning problem. The abductive logic programs learned
in ACL contain both rules for the concept(s) to be learned as well as general
clauses called integrity constraints. These two parts are put together in a nontrivial way via the abductive reasoning of ALP which is then used as the basic
covering relation for learning.
This paper presents the basic framework of ACL with its main characteristics and demonstrates its suitability for addressing several problems in ILP.
The main motivation for developing ACL is to allow us to learn from incomplete information and to later be able to classify new cases that again could be
incompletely speci ed. ACL provides a principled way to handle incomplete information in learning based on an underlying theory of abduction for knowledge
representation. Indeed abduction is well-suited for representing problems with
incomplete information (see e.g.
) able to formulate a variety of
such problems in Arti cial Intelligence and other areas of Computer Science.
The central problem of learning abductive theories in ACL contains several useful and interesting subproblems that are of practical relevance. These
3, 2, 22, 10, 23, 30)
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40)

63, 43, 19, 34, 36, 41)

1 The learning systems developed in this work together with sample experimental data can

be found at the following address:

http://www-lia.deis.unibo.it/Software/ACL/
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problems include: (i) concept learning from incomplete background data where
some of the background predicates are incompletely speci ed and (ii) concept
learning from incomplete background data together with given integrity constraints that provide some information on the incompleteness of the data. In
these cases, the treatment of incompleteness through abduction is integrated
within the ILP learning process. This allows the possibility of learning more
compact theories that can alleviate the problem of over tting due to the incompleteness in the data. A speci c subcase of these two problems and important
third subproblem is that of (iii) multiple predicate learning, where each predicate is required to be learned from the incomplete data for the other predicates.
Here the abductive reasoning can be used to suitably connect and integrate the
learning of the di erent predicates. This can help to overcome some of the nonlocality diculties of multiple predicate learning, such as order-dependence and
global consistency of the learned theory.
These subproblems of the full ACL task can be captured in a simpler
subproblem of ACL, which we will call ACL1. Within ACL1 we learn only the
rule part of an abductive theory but this in many cases is suciently general
to allow us to address interesting problems as those described above. Apart
from its practical relevance, the identi cation of the ACL1 subproblem is also
useful in breaking the full ACL learning task into two separate but strongly
inter-related phases of ACL1 and ACL2. ACL1 together with its rules also
provides additional input, through abducible assumptions (which are related to
the learned rules), to the second phase of ACL2 for learning integrity constraints
that can (partly) con rm the correctness of these abducible assumptions. In this
way, ACL synthesizes together the two main learning settings of ILP, namely
those of explanatory (predictive) learning
and con rmatory (descriptive)
learning
.
An algorithm for ACL based on this separation into ACL1 and ACL2 is
given. Within ACL1, this algorithm adapts the basic top-down method of ILP
to deal with the incompleteness of information and to take into account the use
of integrity constraints. It incorporates an abductive proof procedure and other
abductive reasoning mechanisms from ALP that are suitably adapted for the
context of learning. In the second phase of ACL2, the algorithm takes as input
the output of ACL1 and calls on the ICL learner to generate appropriate
integrity constraints.
This algorithm has been implemented in a new ILP system also called
58, 59)
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ACL and ACL1 for its subsystem. Based on these, a separated system for multiple predicate learning, called M-ACL, has been developed. Suitably adapted
heuristics have been used that take into account the incompleteness of information. Several experiments have been carried out to test the ability of ACL to
learn under incomplete information and to compare it with other systems such
as FOIL, c4.5 and mFOIL that can learn in the face of missing information.
These include experiments with data from the UCI repository and experiments
with data from market research questionnaires where the available data can be
incomplete for several reasons. We also present a number of experiments for
multiple predicate learning with M-ACL and again compare with the MPL system of . The comparable and in some cases (marginally) better performance
of ACL in these \proof of the principle" experiments demonstrate its ability to
learn with incomplete information and its appropriate use for multiple predicate
learning.
The motivating problem for ACL of learning under incomplete or missing
information (from the background knowledge) in an ILP framework has received
relatively little attention. Some exceptions to this include the recent works of
ICL-Sat which learns from incomplete interpretations and which follows
an approach similar to ours for learning the rules of an abductive theory. There
are also several works, e.g.
, that deal with the related problem of noise in
the learning data but this is a di erent problem where the methods used can not
always be applied as e ectively to missing information. Another related problem
is that of learning from incomplete or sparse training data particularly in the
context of learning recursive de nitions. The systems FORCE2 , SKILit ,
CHILLIN and FOIL-I were designed to handle this problem using intensional coverage techniques where the de nition learned for the target predicate
is used for evaluating recursive calls.
Most of the machine learning systems that deal with incomplete information are attribute-value learners. An ILP system for learning with incomplete information is LINUS but again this essentially relies on an attribute
value representation. In general, these systems adopt di erent methods to rst
complete the missing information and then learn from the completed data. In
contrast, in ACL the incomplete information is handled dynamically within the
learning process in a principled way based on an underlying theory of abduction.
In this way it combines in a non-trivial way the methods of abduction for dealing
with incomplete information with methods of ILP learning.
17)
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The work of this paper develops further and completes preliminary work
on the general topic of learning with abduction in . It also extends and complements earlier work in
. These previous works have addressed speci c
aspects of the general problem demonstrating through simple examples the potential of abduction in addressing various interesting problems. The current
work provides a rm theoretical and algorithmic basis for the use of abduction
in learning together with a thorough empirical study on non-trivial experimental
data. It thus con rms and establishes the utility of abduction in ILP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a short
review of ALP needed for the formulation and description of the main properties
of ACL which are presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the basic algorithm
for ACL and its properties for the single predicate case, while section 5 describes
the application of ACL to multiple predicate learning. Section 6 presents our
experiments with ACL, section 7 discusses related work and section 8 concludes
the paper.
45)

22, 26, 50, 51)
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Abductive Logic Programming

In this section we brie y review some of the elements of Abductive Logic
Programming (ALP) needed for the formulation of the learning framework of
Abductive Concept Learning (ACL). For a more detailed presentation of ALP
the reader is referred to the survey (and its recent update ) and references
therein.
Abductive Logic Programming is an extension of Logic Programming to
support abductive reasoning with theories (logic programs) that incompletely
describe their problem domain. In ALP this incomplete knowledge is captured
(represented) by an abductive theory T . We will consider abductive theories of
the following form.
40)

41)

De nition 2.1 (Abductive theory)
An abductive theory T in ALP is a triple hP; A; I i, where P is a de nite
logic program, A is a set of predicates called abducible predicates (or simply
abducibles), and I is a set of range-restricted clauses called integrity constraints.
For simplicity of presentation we will assume that the logic program P of an
abductive theory is a de nite Horn program with no negation (negation as failure) appearing in the body of the rules of P . However, this condition is not
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restrictive since negation as failure in a logic program can be treated through
abduction in an associated abductive theory whose program is de nite .
As a knowledge representation framework, when we represent a problem
in ALP via an abductive theory T , we generally assume that the abducible
predicates in A carry all the incompleteness of the program P in modelling the
external problem domain in the sense that if we (could) complete the abducible
predicates in P then P would completely describe the problem domain.
An abductive theory can support abductive (or hypothetical) reasoning
for several purposes such as diagnosis, planning or default reasoning. The central
notion used for this is that of an abductive explanation for an observation or a
given goal. To formalize this we need the notion of generalized model of an
abductive theory introduced in . A generalized model (or generalized stable
model as called in ) is a minimal Herbrand model of the program but where
the abducible predicates need not be minimized.
25)

43)

43)

De nition 2.2 (Generalized model)
Let T = hP; A; I i be an abductive theory and  a set of ground abducible facts
from A. M () is a generalized model of T i
 M () is the minimal Herbrand model of P [ , and
 M () is a model of I , i.e., M () j= I
We say that  is an abductive extension of T .
Here the semantics of integrity constraints is de ned by the second condition in
the de nition. Their satisfaction requires that they are true statements in the
computed model of the extension of the program with  for this extension to be
allowed. In this case, we say that  is consistent with the constraints. We will
assume that, for any abductive theory, the empty set of abducible assumptions
is consistent.
An abductive theory is thus viewed as representing a collection of different allowed states given by the set of its generalized models.

De nition 2.3 (Abductive explanation)
Let T = hP; A; I i be an abductive theory and  any formula called an observation (or a query). An abductive explanation for  in T is any set  of
2

abducible facts from A such that

2 In general,  can be any formula but in many cases it suces for  to be a conjunction

of ground facts.
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 M () is a generalized model of T , and
 M () j= .
Based on this we de ne a credulous form of abductive entailment.

De nition 2.4 (Abductive entailment)
Let T = hP; A; I i be an abductive theory and  any formula. Then,  is abductively entailed by T , denoted by T j=A , i there exists an abductive
explanation of  in T . If the explanation is , we also write T j=A  with .
Note that, although the integrity constraints reduce the number of possible explanations for an observation, it is still possible for several explanations that
satisfy (do not violate) the integrity constraints to exist. To this end, additional criteria e.g. minimality (with respect to set inclusion) or some measure
of cost of the abducible assumptions can help to discriminate between di erent
explanations. The following example illustrates the above ideas.

Example 2.1

Consider the following abductive theory hP; A; I i with P the logic program on
family relations:
father (X; Y ) parent(X; Y ); male(X )
mother(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ); female (X )
son(X; Y ) parent(Y; X ); male(X )
daughter(X; Y ) parent(Y; X ); female (X )
child(X; Y ) son(X; Y )
child(X; Y ) daughter(X; Y )
loves(X; Y ) parent(X; Y )

the integrity constraint I = f male(X ); female (X )g, and abducible predicates
A = fparent; male; female g.
Consider now the observation O1 = father (bob; jane) An abductive explanation for O1 is the set 1 = fparent(bob; jane); male(bob)g. This is the unique
minimal explanation. Let now O2 = child(john; mary) be another observation.
This has two possible explanations 2 = fparent(john; mary); male(john)g
0
and 2 = fparent(john; mary); female (john)g. If we also knew that the fact
male(john) holds then 02 would be rejected due to the violation of the integrity
constraint. In fact, these two explanations are incompatible with each other.
We will now introduce the concept of strong abductive explanation and consider

8
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negative as well as positive observations. These extensions are useful for learning
as we will see in the next section. They allow an incremental construction of an
explanation for all the positive training examples that also accounts for the negative examples as negative observations. A strong abductive explanation contains
extra assumptions, with respect to a minimal explanation, that ensure that any
self-consistent addition of further assumptions to it would not result in the violation of the integrity constraints. In order to obtain this property of strong
explanations, we need to be able to make explicitly negative abducible assumptions. This is obtained by considering, for each abducible predicate abd(X ), a
new abducible predicate not abd(X ) that is related to abd(X ) by the constraint
abd(X ); not abd(X ). The addition of abducible predicates expressing falsity
or absence of the positive assumption de nes a new abductive semantics, called
three-valued generalized model semantics, where abducible atoms can be true,
false or unde ned, di erently from generalized models where all the abducible
facts not in the model are considered to be false.

De nition 2.5 (Three-valued Version of a Theory)
Given an abductive theory T = hP; A; I i, the three-valued version of T is the
theory T  = hP; A [ A ; I [ I  i where, for each predicate a 2 A, A contains the

new predicate symbol not a and I  contains the denial

a(X~ ); not a(X~ ).

We de ne the complement l of an abducible literal l as
(
~
~
l = not~ a(X ) if l = a(X ) ~
a(X )
if l = not a(X )
Given the three-valued version T  = hP; A [ A ; I [ I  i of an abductive theory,
a set of ground assumptions  with predicates from A [ A is called selfconsistent if and only if it does not contain both a literal and its complement,
i.e., i  j= I  ;

De nition 2.6 (Three-valued generalized model)
Let T = hP; A; I i, be an abductive theory with T  = hP; A [ A ; I [ I  i its threevalued version and  a set of ground abducible facts from A [ A . M ( ) is a
three-valued generalized model of T i
  is self-consistent;
 M ( ) is the minimal Herbrand model of P [  ;
 M ( ) j= I .
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The set  is an abductive explanation for a formula  if and only if M ( )
is a three-valued generalized model and M ( ) j= .
In a three-valued generalized model M ( ) of T , an abducible fact a(c) is assumed true if a(c) 2  , is assumed false if not a(c) 2  and is unde ned
otherwise. From this point onwards, unless otherwise speci ed, we will consider abductive theories in their three-valued version. Therefore, when we write
T1 = hP1 ; A1 ; I1 i, we mean the three-valued version of a theory T = hP; A; I i,
with P1 = P , A1 = A [ A and I1 = I [ I  . Also when we refer to a generalized
model we will mean a three-valued generalized model.
We can now de ne the notion of strong abductive explanation.

De nition 2.7 (Strong abductive explanation)
Let T = hP; A; I i be an abductive theory, T  = hP; A [ A ; I [ I  i its three-

valued version and O a ground atomic fact called an observation (or a goal). A
strong abductive explanation for O in T is any set  of abducible facts
from A [ A such that
  is an abductive
explanation for O and
0
 for any   A [ A , if M (0 ) j= I and 0 [  is self-consistent, then
M (0 [  ) j= I .
The latter condition can be intuitively expressed in this way:  must be such
that any other consistent abductive extension 0 that is self-consistent with
 can be added to  without violating the integrity constraints. We say
that M ( ) is a strong generalized model for T and that  is a strong
abductive extension of T  .
3

In the case of example 2.1, a strong abductive explanation for O1 = father (bob;
jane) would be 1 = fparent(bob; jane); male(bob); not female (bob)g. Then
the assumption 0 = ffemale (bob)g, that, when added to 1 , would violate
the integrity constraints, can not now be self-consistently added to the strong
explanation 1  1 .
We now give the de nition of a strong abductive explanation for a negative observation not O. In this case we want an explanation that can not
be extended in order to explain O. Note that the link between this de nition
and the general notion of strong abductive explanations described above comes
through the canonical integrity constraint not O; O.
3 Note that under our previous assumption the empty set is always consistent for any

abductive theory; this means that it has always a strong abductive extension.
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De nition 2.8 (Strong abductive explanation of negative observations)
Consider an abductive theory T = hP; A; I i with T  = hP; A[A ; I [I  i its three-

valued version. Let a negative observation (or a goal), denoted by not O, be
given. A strong abductive explanation for not O is any set  of abducible
facts from A [ A such that
 M ( ) is0 a strong generalized
model of T with M ( ) 6j= O, and
0

 for any   A [ A , if  is an abductive explanation of O then 0 [ 
is not self-consistent.
We say that not O is abductively entailed by T and denote this by T j=A not O
with  .

Hence O 62 M ( ) and more importantly  cannot be consistently extended to
derive O. The strong abductive explanation is thus a set of sucient assumptions
which, when adopted, ensures that O can not be abductively entailed in a way
that would be self-consistent with these assumptions.
In order to illustrate this, consider again example 2.1 and consider the
negative observation not father (jane; john). A strong abductive explanation for
not father (jane; john) is 1 = fnot male(jane)g or 2 = fnot parent(jane;
john)g since father (jane; john) can not be derived by any self-consistent extension of either of these sets. In contrast, the empty explanation is an abductive explanation for not father (jane; john) since father (jane; john) 62 M (;)
but this explanation is not strong since it can be consistently extended with
0 = fparent(jane; john); male(jane)g to derive father (jane; john).
The strongness of an explanation  for a negative observation not e
means that it invalidates every possible explanation for e. This is expressed by
the following property, that is a direct consequence of the de nition of strong
abductive explanation.

Property 2.1

Let T be an abductive theory and e an atom. Then

T j=A not e with  ) 8+ : T j=A e with + ; 9l 2  : l 2 +
In other words, a strong abductive explanation  for not e contains the complement of (at least) one assumption from every explanation + of e.
It is easy to see that this property holds for each one of the strong abductive
explanations 1 = fnot parent(jane; john)g or 2 = fnot male(jane)g for
not father (jane; john) in example 2.1 above. Another example that illustrates
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this is as follows.

Example 2.2

Consider the following abductive theory T = hP; A; I i

P = fsibling(X; Y ) brother(X; Y );
sibling(X; Y ) sister(X; Y )g
I = fg
A = fbrother; sisterg
and the observation O = sibling(bob; jane). The strong abductive explanations
for not O is  = fnot sister(bob; jane); not brother(bob; jane)g, while the explanations for O are +1 = fsister(bob; jane)g and +2 = fbrother(bob; jane)g:
 contains the complement of a literal from both +1 and +2 .
The de nition of strong abductive explanation can be generalized for a conjunction of positive and negative observations C = O1 ^ : : : ^ Om ^ not O1 ^ : : : ^
not On . A strong abductive explanation for the conjunction is any set 
of abducible facts from A [ A such that  is a strong abductive explanation
for every conjunct taken singularly.
The strong abductive explanation for the conjunction of two positive
or negative observations can be obtained by taking the union of the strong
abductive explanations for each observation separately, as stated by the following
proposition (the proof of this is given in appendix 2). This is an important
property for combining together explanations of di erent positive and negative
training examples in learning.

Proposition 2.1
Let T = hP; A; I i be an abductive theory in its three-valued version and let 1

and 2 be two strong abductive explanations of, respectively, G1 and G2 , where
G1 and G2 can be either positive or negative goals. If 1 [ 2 is self-consistent,
then 1 [ 2 is a strong abductive explanation for G1 ^ G2 .
As we will see in the next sections, in the Abductive Concept Learning framework, deductive entailment is replaced by abductive entailment as the coverage
relation. Thus the deductive SLD (and SLDNF) proof procedures of Logic Programming are replaced by abductive proof procedures
of ALP. Any
abductive procedure satisfying the following notion of abductive derivability is
suitable.
25, 42, 44, 19, 69)
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De nition 2.9 (Abductive derivability)
Given an abductive theory T = hP; A; I i in its three-valued version, a goal G and

an initial strong abductive explanation i , we say that a procedure abductively
derives G from T if it returns a set of assumptions G such that G is a strong
abductive explanation of G and G [ i is consistent, i.e., M (G [ i ) j= I  .
In this case, we write T ` G.
4

G
i

For our study of Abductive Concept Learning we will employ an abductive proof
procedure based on the one of reported in Appendix 3 The proof procedure interleaves phases of abductive and consistency derivations. Intuitively, an abductive derivation is the standard Logic Programming derivation suitably extended
in order to consider abducibles. When an abducible atom  is encountered, it
is added to the current set of assumptions (if it is not already there). The addition of  must not result in a violation of the integrity constraints. To this
purpose, a consistency derivation for  is initiated to check this. Each integrity
constraint is resolved against  and it is veri ed that every resulting goal fails. In
the consistency derivation, when a new abducible is encountered in one of these
reduced goals, an abductive derivation for its complement is started in order to
ensure the failure of this abducible. This subsidiary abductive derivation will
often result in additional assumptions in the explanation set.
The version of the procedure which we will use is sound with respect
to the notion of (strong) abductive derivability above for the case in which the
integrity constraints are restricted to be denials with at least one (positive)
abducible appearing explicitly in the body of the denial. This result follows
directly from the soundness of the original procedure in which computes
strong explanations. The more general case of integrity constraints in the form
of range restricted clauses, A1 _ : : : _ Ak B1 ^ : : : ^ Bm , can be rst transformed
into the equivalent denial form B1 ^ : : : ^ Bm ^ :A1 ^ : : : ^ :Ak before they
are processed by the abductive proof procedure.
The completeness of this type of abductive procedures is in general difcult to achieve. A main source of incompleteness stems from the fact that the
procedures can not select a non ground abductive goal. One way to address this
is by a suitable restriction on the class of programs in our abductive theories,
analogous to the range-restrictedness of normal logic programs for avoiding
oundering on negative conditions, which ensures that abducible conditions can
44)

44)

55)

4 Since the theory is in its three-valued version, this means that G

consistent

[ i is also self-
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always be grounded before selection. Another source of incompleteness is the
diculty in capturing the failure of goals that involve positive loops within a
consistency derivation. For example, if a denial integrity constraint contains the
condition p and this is de ned in the program by the rule p p then such a
constraint is always satis ed within the generalized model semantics. The abductive procedures will however fall into a loop in the corresponding consistency
derivation when checking the satisfaction of such a constraint. Again to tackle
this form of incompleteness we can restrict the class of programs to be strati ed
or acyclic .
In practice, the abductive theories learned within the Abductive Concept Learning (ACL) framework will often satisfy these restrictions (this can be
partially achieved by a suitable bias in the learning phase) and hence the abductive procedure is e ectively complete on these theories. Similarly, although the
procedures as de ned in will not always guarantee that the rst explanation
found is minimal (this depends on the order in which the clauses are tried) the
type of theories learned by ACL are such that the rst explanation is indeed
minimal or if not then a minimal explanation can be found on backtracking.
4)

44)

x3

Learning with Abduction

Abductive Concept Learning (ACL) di ers from ILP with both the background knowledge and the learned theory being abductive theories. The language of the hypotheses and of the background knowledge is that of abductive
theories of Abductive Logic Programming with the following restrictions .
 The background knowledge T = hP; A; I i does not contain any target
predicate(s) neither in the program P nor in the integrity constraints
I . The empty set of abducible assumptions is a consistent abductive
extension of T .
 The integrity constraints are range-restricted clauses A1 _ : : : _ Ak
B1 ^ : : : ^ Bm , with at least one of B1 ; : : : ; Bm abducible. Also, for
each Aj in the head of the clause, its de nition in the program P of
the background theory does not depend on abducibles, namely Aj is not
abducible and recursively none of the conditions in the rules of P for Aj
is abducible.
The language of the examples is simply that of atomic ground facts on the
5

5 These language restrictions are not necessary for the de nition of the ACL problem but

rather are needed for the development of the algorithms to solve this problem.
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target predicate(s). We note here that the ACL framework does not allow the
acquisition of a new (unknown in the background theory) abducible thus limiting
its scope of learning e.g. for predicate invention. The possibility to lift this
restriction is discussed brie y below in the section on related work.

De nition 3.1 (Abductive Concept Learning)
Given
 a set of positive examples E + ,
 a set of negative examples E ; ,
 an abductive theory T = hP; A; I i as background theory,
 an hypothesis space T = hP ; Ii consisting of a space of possible programs
P and a space of possible constraints I satisfying the language restrictions
Find

given above except that now a possible program can contain the target
predicate(s).

A set of rules P 0 2 P and a set of constraints I 0 2 I such that the new
abductive theory T 0 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i satis es the following conditions
 T 0 j=A E + ,
 8e; 2 E ; , T 0 6j=A e; .
where E + stands for the conjunction of all positive examples.
We say that an individual example e is covered by a theory T 0 i T 0 j=A e.

In e ect, we have replaced the deductive entailment in the ILP problem with
abductive entailment to de ne the ACL learning problem.
The fact that the conjunction of positive examples must be entailed
means that, for every positive example, there must exist an abductive explanation and the explanations for all the positive examples must be consistent with
each other. For negative examples, it is required that no abductive explanation
exists for any of them. Abductive concept learning can be illustrated as follows.

Example 3.1

Suppose we want to learn the concept father. Let the background theory be
T = hP; A; ;i where:
P = fparent(john; mary); male(john);
parent(david; steve);
parent(kathy; ellen); female(kathy)g
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A = fmale; femaleg.
Let the training examples be:
E + = ffather(john; mary); father(david; steve)g
E ; = ffather(kathy; ellen); father(john; steve)g
In this case, a possible hypotheses T 0 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I 0 i learned by ACL would
consist of
P 0 = ffather(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ); male(X ):g
I 0 = f male(X ); female(X ):g
This hypothesis satis es the de nition of ACL because:
1. T 0 j=A father(john; mary); father(david; steve)
with  = fmale(david)g,
2. T 0 6j=A father(kathy; ellen),
as the only possible explanation for this goal, namely fmale(kathy)g
is made inconsistent by the learned integrity constraint in I 0 .
3. T 0 6j=A father(john; steve),
as this has no possible abductive explanations.
Hence, despite the fact that the background theory is incomplete (in its abducible predicates), ACL can nd an appropriate solution to the learning problem by suitably extending the background theory with abducible assumptions.
Note that the learned theory without the integrity constraint would not satisfy
the de nition of ACL, because there would exist an abductive explanation for
the negative example father(kathy; ellen), namely ; = fmale(kathy)g. This
explanation is prohibited in the complete theory by the learned constraint together with the fact female(kathy). Note that if the predicate parent is also
incompletely speci ed and hence also declared as abducible, then this hypothesis T 0 would not constitute a valid ACL solution to the learning problem as
the negative example father(john; steve) will have the abductive explanation
fparent(john; steve)g. Extra integrity constraints will be needed in I 0 to render
this assumption inconsistent.
It is important to note that the treatment of positive and negative examples in
ACL is asymmetric with respect to the existence of abductive explanations. For
positive examples, it is sucient that there exists one explanation for the conjunction of all positive examples that is consistent with the constraints, whereas,
for each negative example, all possible explanations must be made inconsistent
by the constraints.

16
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We note here that an alternative de nition of ACL could require the
weaker condition that each negative example can not be abductively entailed by
(P [ P 0 ) [  where  are the assumptions required to explain all the positive
examples. This will be used below as a subproblem of ACL that is useful for the
development of an algorithm to solve the full ACL problem. An even weaker
condition would be that (P [ P 0 ) [  does not deductively entail any of the
negative examples. But this requirement is in general too weak as any rule that
contains an abducible condition in the body would easily fail to deductively
conclude its head because of the incompleteness of the abducible. Instead, we
want to be sure that the theory can not be completed so that the negative
examples can be derived.
In order to achieve this requirement for the negative examples, we require the existence of a strong abductive explanation for (the complement of)
each negative examples. Adding these strong explanations to the background
theory then ensures that no negative example can be abductively explained. In
the example above, the negative example father(kathy; ellen) can be uncovered by adding the strong abductive explanation  = fnot male(kathy)g for
not father(kathy; ellen) to the theory. This is sucient to ensure that this negative example can no longer be abductively entailed even in the absence of any
integrity constraints in I 0 . Moreover, these strong abductive explanations can
suggest what new integrity constraints can be learned in I 0 so that the negative
examples can not be covered.
This observation suggests a natural way in which the full ACL problem
can be split into two subproblems: (1) learning the rules together with appropriate strong explanations and (2) learning integrity constraints. We will see that
the solutions of the two subproblems can be combined to obtain a solution for
the original problem.
The rst subproblem, called ACL1, has the following de nition.

De nition 3.2 (ACL1)
Given
 a set of positive examples E + ,
 a set of negative examples E ; ,
 an abductive theory T = hP; A; I i as background theory,
 a hypothesis space of possible programs P .
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Find

A set of rules P 0 2 P such that the new abductive theory TACL1 =
hP [ P 0 ; A; I i satis es the following conditions
 TACL1 j=A E + with + ,
 TACL1 j=A not E ; with ; ,
 + [ ; is self-consistent.
where not E ; stands for the conjunction of the complement of every negative
example.
We say that a theory T ACL1-covers an individual positive example
+
e i T j=A e+ and that T does not ACL1-cover e+ i T 6j=A e+ .
If T j=A e+ with  = ;, then we say that e+ is ACL1-covered without
abduction, otherwise we say that it is ACL1-covered with abduction.
For negative examples, we say that a theory T ACL1-uncovers an
individual negative example e; i T j=A not e; and that T does not ACL1uncover e; i T 6j=A not e;.
If T j=A not e; with  = ;, then we say that e; is ACL1-uncovered
without abduction, otherwise we say that it is ACL1-uncovered with abduction.
In e ect, in ACL1 we require the existence of a strong abductive explanation for
the negation of each negative example from the learned theory extended with
+ . This is weaker than the condition required by the full ACL problem which is
that no negative example has an abductive explanation from the learned theory
TACL1 i.e. that every negative example is false in all the abductive extensions
of the TACL1. However, the existence of a strong abductive explanation means
that it is possible to satisfy this stronger requirement.
Indeed, the information generated by ACL1 through the strong abductive explanations for negative examples can be used to provide a solution of the
full ACL problem through a second learning phase. From the output of ACL1,
i.e. its set of rules and the sets of assumptions + and ; for covering positive examples and uncovering negative ones, a solution to ACL can be found by
learning constraints that are consistent with + and inconsistent with the complement of every abducible in ; . In fact, the strong abductive explanation ;
will contain, for every negative example e; , a strong abductive explanation e;
for not e;. This explanation, according to property 2.1, contains assumptions
that would invalidate directly any possible abductive explanation of e; . Hence
by making all the complements of assumptions in ; inconsistent we make all
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possible explanations of every e; inconsistent.
Thus the de nition of the second subproblem, called ACL2, can be given
as follows.

De nition 3.3 (ACL2)
Given
 a solution of ACL1
{ TACL1 = hP [ P 0; A; I i,
{ +,
{ ;,
 a hypothesis space of possible constraints I satisfying the same requireFind

ments as in ACL.

A set of constraints I 0 2 I such that the new abductive theory T 0 =
hP [ P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i satis es the following condition
 MP [P 0 (+ ) j= I 0 ,
 8l 2 ; , MP [P 0 (flg) 6j= I 0 .

Note that the third condition of ACL1 requiring + [ ; to be self-consistent
helps to avoid the case of posing an empty ACL2 problem. If this cannot be
satis ed, i.e. + [ ; is not self-consistent, then the corresponding ACL2
problem cannot have any solutions.
The theory T 0 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i, obtained by combining the solutions
of the two subproblems, gives a solution to the full ACL problem.

Theorem 3.1
Let TACL1 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I i, + and ; be the solution of ACL1 given training
sets E + and E ; , background theory T = hP; A; I i and space of possible programs
P . Moreover, let T 0 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i be the solution to ACL2 given the
previous solution of ACL1 and hypothesis space I . Then T 0 is a solution to the
ACL problem that has E + and E ; as training sets, T as background theory and
P and I as spaces of possible programs and constraints.

The proof of this theorem is reported in Appendix 1. Once decomposed into
its two subproblems, it becomes clear that ACL combines the two ILP settings
of explanatory (predictive) learning and con rmatory (descriptive) learning. In
fact, ACL1 can be seen as a problem of learning from entailment, while ACL2
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as a problem of learning from interpretations.
The algorithm we present in the next section solves the ACL problem by rst solving ACL1 and then ACL2. In example 3.1, the solution of
ACL1 consists of the rule father(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ); male(X ), together
with + = fmale(david); not female(david)g and ; = fnot male(kathy)g.
Given this intermediate solution, we can now apply a second phase where integrity constraints are learned from the background knowledge and the explanations obtained in the rst phase. We want to make male(kathy) inconsistent
while keeping + consistent: male(X ); female(X ) is a constraint that satis es these conditions.
We note that in many cases, ACL1 can be useful on its own merit,
e.g. when we have sucient information in the integrity constraints of the background theory or for problems where indeed this weaker requirement on negative
examples is sucient. We will see examples of such cases in the following sections
5 and 6.

3.1 Monotonicity and Generality

Abductive Logic Programs are inherently non-monotonic. Given two
abductive theories T1 = hP1 ; A; I1 i and T2 = hP2 ; A; I2 i that each entail a goal,
their union T = hP1 [ P2 ; A; I1 [ I2 i does not necessarily entail this goal. Nonmonotonicity poses problems in learning as algorithms based on the covering
approach can not be used. In general, we can not learn a theory by iteratively
adding a clause to a partial hypothesis because the addition of a clause can
reduce the number of positive examples covered by the hypothesis since this
addition can render some of the abductive assumptions inconsistent.
By splitting the ACL problem into the two phases of ACL1 and ACL2,
we can recover a form of restricted monotonicity. In the rst phase of ACL1
where the integrity constraints remain xed we have two cases to consider: (i)
monotonicity under the addition of a new clause in the program P of the current
hypothesis and (ii) monotonicity under the addition of new abductive assumptions as we move from one training example to another. The second case can
be dealt with by employing a suitable abductive proof procedure for ALP based
on strong abductive explanations, as discussed in the previous section, carrying
the explanation of the previous examples when testing the abductive coverage
(or uncoverage if the example is negative) of the next example. The rst case
is in general more dicult but in the particular case of interest since the new
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(learned) clauses can only a ect the extension of the target(s) predicates, we can
satisfy this monotonicity requirement by restricting (as we have) the language
of the integrity constraints and the program of the background theory to be
independent of the target predicate(s).
In the second phase of ACL2, where the program of the abductive hypothesis is xed and we vary the integrity constraints, monotonicity in ensured
by the speci c de nition of the ACL2 problem that we have adopted where by
construction the new learned integrity constraints must be consistent with the
abductive assumptions + required for the coverage of the positive examples.
Hence these examples will continue to be abductively entailed by the theory
after the addition of the new integrity constraints generated by ACL2.
The non-monotonic nature of the hypothesis space of abductive theories
introduces another diculty in the task of solving the ACL problem. It makes
it dicult to have a generality structure on this space that can be useful in
the search for solutions to our learning problem. In general, there is no natural
generality structure on the full space of abductive theories but again the separation of the problem into its two phases of ACL1 and ACL2 allows us to de ne
generality relations separately on the rule part P and integrity constraints I of
the abductive theories. These separate generality relations can be de ned via
classical deductive entailment in the same way as in ILP. For the rule part we
can use the same generality relation as in ILP, namely that: P1 is more general
that P2 i P1 j= P2 .
For the integrity constraints we can de ne their generality relation as
follows.
6

De nition 3.4

Given two sets on integrity constraints I1 and I2 , I1 is more general than I2 i
I2 j= I1 .
The generality of integrity constraints is de ned in this dual way as their role in
the abductive entailment (and hence in the coverage relation) is to restrict the
possibility of making abductive assumptions by requiring that these assumptions
de ne (through the program) a model of the constraints (see de nition 2.2).
In this way, the generality of integrity constraints increases as the number of
abductive explanations that they allow increases.
6 As usual, a theory T2 is more general that another theory T1 i Covers(T1 )  Covers(T2 )

where Covers(T ) denotes the set of all examples that are covered by the theory T .
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The use of these usual generality relations on the separate parts of an
abductive theory means, as we shall see in the next section, that we can adapt
standard ILP techniques, e.g. generalization and specialization operators based
on -subsumption
, in developing algorithms for the separate phases of
ACL1 and ACL2.
61, 62)

x4

An Algorithm for ACL

The ACL problem can be solved by the following algorithm, also called
ACL. The algorithm is composed of two steps, one for each of the subproblems
of the full ACL problem.

Algorithm ACL:
1. Learn rules (ACL1): nd a set of rules P 0 and two sets of assumptions
+ and ; such that
 hP [ P 0 ; A; I i `; E + ,
 hP 0[ P 0 ; A; I i `; not E ;
where ` denotes an abductive derivability relation satisfying de nition 2.9.
2. Learn constraints (ACL2): nd a set of integrity constraints I 0 such
that
 M (+ ) j= I 0 ,
 8l 2 ; , M (flg) 6j= I 0
where M (+ ) and M (flg) denote the minimal Herbrand model of P [
P 0 [ + and P [ P 0 [ flg.
+

+

ACL1 is solved by an algorithm also called ACL1 that will be presented in section 4.1. Note that this algorithm uses strong abductive explanations for the
positive examples E + (as well as the negative examples) thus exploiting the
property of proposition 2.1 for combining incrementally separate explanations
and in particular for ensuring that the union + [ ; of the computed assumptions is consistent with the learned theory. ACL2 can be solved by employing
a framework that performs discriminant learning from interpretations, such as
ICL . We will explain in more detail how ICL can be applied in section 4.2.
18)

4.1 An Algorithm for ACL1

The algorithm for ACL1 is based on the generic top-down ILP algorithm
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procedure ACL1(
inputs : E +; E ; : training sets,
T = hP; A; I i : background abductive theory,
outputs : H : learned theory, +; ; : abduced literals)
H := ;
+ := ;
; := ;

repeat

+ ; + ; ; )
Specialize(T; H; E +; E ; ; + ; ; ;Rule; ERule
Rule Rule
+
E + := E + n ERule
H := H [ fRuleg
+ := + [ +Rule
; := ; [ ;Rule
until E + = ; (suciency stopping criterion)
output H; 
Fig. 1

ACL, the covering loop

(see e.g. ) and extends the algorithm in . In this section, we consider only
a single predicate learning task. We will discuss in section 5 the problem of
learning multiple predicates. The top level covering and specialization loops of
the algorithm are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively.
The generic top-down algorithm has been extended in several ways to
take into account the abductive coverage relation of ACL1. New clauses are
generated by beam search, initialized to a clause with an empty body for the
target predicate, using a specially de ned heuristic evaluation function. This is
adapted from the usual accuracy function to allow for the possibility of missing
information on some of the background predicates.
The evaluation of a clause is done by starting an abductive derivation for
each positive example and for the complement of each negative example. The
derivation is performed using a procedure based on the abductive procedure
outlined in appendix 3. For each example e a call AbductiveDerivation(e; hP [
H [ fRuleg; A; I i; in; e ) returns a strong abductive explanation e for the
goal e (which is either of the form e+ or not e; ) starting from an initial set of
52)

26)
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procedure Specialize(
inputs : T : background theory,

H : current hypothesis, E + ; E ; : training sets,
+ ; ; : current set of abduced literals
+ : examples covered by Best,
outputs : Best : rule, EBest
+Best ; ;Best : literals abduced when testing Best)

Beam := f hp(X ) true:; V aluei, where p is a target predicate,
V alue is the value of the heuristic function for the ruleg
Select and remove the best rule Best from Beam

repeat

BestRefinements := set of re nements of Best allowed
by the language bias
for all Rule 2 BestRefinements do
V alue := Evaluate(Rule; T; H; E +; E ; ; + ; ; )
if Rule covers at least one pos. ex. then
add hRule; V aluei to Beam

endfor

Remove rules in Beam exceeding the beam size
Select and remove the best rule Best from Beam
until Best ACL1-uncovers every e; 2 E ; (necessity stopping criterion)
Test the coverage of Best obtaining:
+ the set of positive examples covered by Best
EBest
+Best and ;Best the sets of literals abduced during
+ ; e; 2 E ; )
the derivation of e+ and not e; (e+ 2 EBest
+ ;  + ; ;
output Best; EBest
Best Best
Fig. 2

ACL, the specialization loop
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assumptions in , i.e. hP [ H [ fRuleg; A; I i ` e. in consists of the set of
assumptions abduced for earlier examples thus ensuring that the assumptions
made during the derivation of the current example are consistent with the ones
made before. Note that e contains all the assumptions needed to explain e,
even those that are already contained in in . This is needed for the evaluation
of the heuristic value of the clause as well as for the second phase (ACL2) of
the ACL algorithm, where we learn the constraints, as the learned constraints
must make inconsistent all the assumptions in the explanations not e; of any
negative example e; . The procedure Evaluate is shown in Fig. 3. When using
abduction for the coverage of a set of examples, two types of cost must be taken
into account: the rst cost is given by the number of examples in the set that are
covered (or uncovered) using abduction with respect to those covered without
abduction, i.e. are deductively covered (or uncovered), while the second cost is
the cost of each assumption in the explanations for individual examples. These
costs are taken into account by the heuristics, which weight examples di erently
depending on whether they are covered with abduction or without abduction,
with a relative weight depending on some estimate of the probability of the
assumptions.
The heuristic function is thus calculated based on the number of covered
positive (and uncovered negative examples), distinguishing between examples
covered (uncovered) with or without abduction. Note that the use of strong
explanations a ects this distinction of non coverage of negative examples as
strong explanations would include negative abducibles for examples that can
not be uncovered by the failure of a non-abducible condition in the body of
the clause. For a clause (or rule) c the heuristic function takes the form of an
expected classi cation accuracy :
A(c) = p(jc)
where p(jc) is the probability that an example covered by clause c is positive. In
de ning the probability we need to give di erent strength to positive examples
covered (negative examples uncovered) with assumptions (i.e. T ` e with
 6= ;, where e is either e+ or not e; ) or without assumptions (i.e.  = ;).
The heuristic function used is
n + k  nA
A(c) = 
n + n + k  nA + k  nA
e

in

52)

in

where, for any given clause c, n ; nA ; n ; nA are de ned as in procedure Evaluate
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function Evaluate(
inputs : Rule: rule, T = hP; A; I i : background theory,
H : current hypothesis, E + ; E ; : training sets,
+ ; ; : current sets of abduced literals)
returns the value of the heuristic function for Rule

n := 0, number of pos. ex. ACL1-covered by Rule without abduction
nA := 0, number of pos. ex. ACL1-covered by Rule with abduction
n := 0, number of neg. ex. not ACL1-uncovered by Rule
nA := 0, number of neg. ex. ACL1-uncovered by Rule with abduction
in := + [ ;
for each e+ 2 E + do
if AbductiveDerivation(e+; hP [ H [ fRuleg; A; I i; in; e )
succeeds then
if e = ; then
increment n
+

+

else

increment nA

endif

in := in [ e

+

endif
endfor
for each e; 2 E ; do
if AbductiveDerivation(not e;; hP [ H [ fRuleg; A; I i; in; e; )
succeeds then
if e; =6 ; then
increment nA

endif
else

in := in [ e;
increment n

endif
endfor
return Heuristic(n; nA ; n ; nA )
Fig. 3

ACL, evaluation of a clause
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according to the abductive coverage of positive and negative examples by c.
The coecients k and k are introduced in order to take into account
the degree of con dence in the assumptions made, respectively, for positive and
negative examples. They are an estimate of the fraction of assumptions made
that are correct. For example, consider a clause c of the form:
p(X ) Body(X )
where Body(X ) is a conjunction of literals not containing an abducible. Suppose
we want to evaluate the re nement c0 obtained by adding to c the abducible
literal abd(X ). Clause c covers n(c) positive examples without abduction: out
of these, c0 will cover n (c0 ) positive examples without abduction (for which a
fact of the form abd(~t) is in the background program), nA (c0 ) with abduction (a
fact of the form abd(~t) is abduced) and it will not cover n (c) ; n (c0 ) ; nA (c0 )
examples (abd(~t) could not be abduced because of constraints).
As an example, consider the following training set
E + = fp(a); p(b); p(c); p(d); p(e); p(f )g
Suppose that Body(X ) is true for X equal to all the constants a; b; c; d; e; f ,
therefore n (c) = 6. Moreover, suppose the background knowledge contains
the facts abd(a) and abd(b) and the constraint abd(X ); q(X ) together with
the facts q(e) and q(f ). Therefore, p(a) and p(b) will be covered by c0 without
abduction (n (c0 ) = 2), p(c) and p(d) will be covered with abduction (nA (c0 ) =
2) and p(e) and p(f ) will not be covered because the assumptions abd(e) and
abd(f ) are inconsistent with the integrity constraint abd(X ); q(X ).
k (c0 ) expresses an estimate of the fraction of the abd(~t) assumptions
that are correct in the sense that, if the knowledge were complete, abd(~t) would
be known to be true. This percentage is estimated by assuming that the ratio
of true facts over the total number of facts for the unknown atoms is the same
for the known atoms. Therefore k (c0 ) is given by the following formula
n (c0 )
true atoms =
k (c0 ) = ##ofofknown
atoms n (c) ; nA (c0 )
The true atoms are the facts (in the background program) of the form abd(~t)
that corresponds to examples covered by c0 , therefore their number is n (c0 ).
The false atoms are the ones for which the constraints inhibited the assumption
of a fact of the form abd(~t). The unknown atoms are the ones for which it
was possible to make an assumption of the form abd(~t), hence their number is
nA (c0 ). The number of known atoms is given by the total number of atoms in
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the sample universe (i.e. of the examples covered by c) minus the number of
unknown atoms. In the example above, the number of true atoms for abd(X ) is 2
(abd(a) and abd(b)) and the number of unknown atoms is 2 (abd(c) and abd(d)),
so the number of known atoms is 6-2=4 and k (c0 ) has the value 2/4=0.5.
In the case in which no constraints are available, n (c0 )+ nA (c0 ) = n (c)

and k (c0 ) is always 1. In this case, we use following more conservative estimate
 0
k (c0 ) = nn((cc))
with a lower bound, set by default to 0.1, so that k (c0 ) can not drop below
this threshold. This estimate turned out often to be more realistic also when
constraints are available, due to the fact that much more positive information
(represented by facts of the programs) is usually available rather than negative information (represented by constraints). Therefore, this more conservative
estimate was used in most of the experiments.
Finally, we must consider the case in which some abducibles were already
present in Body(X ). We will assume that all the examples covered by c0 with
abduction are covered with abduction as well by c. k (c0 ) must then express the
probability that both the current assumptions and those made before are true
at the same time. Therefore:
 0
k (c0 ) = k (c)  nn((cc))
The formula for k (c0 ) can be derived with a similar reasoning:
0
k (c0 ) = k (c)  nn ((cc))
As mentioned above, these heuristics act as a method for assigning a cost on
the abductive assumptions required for the appropriate coverage of the positive
and negative examples. This has two e ects. First by assigning a cost factor
(k or k ) to coverage which is not deductive but needs some assumptions it
gives preference to learned de nitions that would not need abduction if this is
indeed possible. Secondly, if this is not possible, then the varying cost of the
abducible assumptions (depending on their relative frequency in the background
theory) gives a preference amongst the di erent possible abductive explanations
(and hence coverage) of the examples. In this way the heuristics help to select
simple de nitions for the concepts avoiding possibilities which require a large
number of unlikely abductive assumptions. Finally, we note that it is possible to
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use, together with the above heuristics, other cost functions on the abducibles,
possibly speci c to the particular learning problem at hand, without any essential
change to the ACL algorithm described above.

4.2 Learning Integrity Constraints

The second subproblem ACL2 of learning integrity constraints can be
seen as a problem of learning from interpretations where we have to discriminate between allowed interpretations (explanations for positive examples) and
forbidden interpretations (explanations for negative examples). The framework
of ICL solves exactly this problem and we can therefore use it to solve ACL2.
We recall here the de nition of the ICL problem.
18)

De nition 4.1 (ICL Problem)
Given
 a de nite clause background theory B ,
 a set of positive interpretations P ,
 a set of negative interpretations N .
Find a clausal theory H such that
 for all p 2 P , M (B [ p) is a true interpretation of H , i.e. M (B [ p) j= H
(Completeness);

 for all n 2 N , M (B [ n) is a false interpretation of H , i.e. M (B [ n) 6j= H
(Consistency);

In our case, we have to learn integrity constraints on abducibles by using the
information contained in the sets + and ; generated from ACL1. ICL can
be used to solve the ACL2 problem with the following inputs:
 the program P [ P 0 as the background knowledge B ,
 one positive interpretation p = + ;
 one negative interpretation ni = fli g for each li 2 ; .
Learned constraints will be true in the model M (+ ) and will be false in each
model M (fli g). Therefore, when the integrity constraints are added to the nal
abductive theory, they will not allow any of the abductive assumptions li with
li 2 ; . This in turn means (see theorem 3.1) that negative examples cannot
be abductively entailed as required for the full ACL problem.
We mention here that another possibility of integrating the two subproblems of ACL1 and ACL2 is to record in ACL1 all possible explanations e;
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for each negative example e; in its positive form and to give to ICL each one
of these explanations e; as negative interpretations. In this way, we do not
decide a priori in ACL1 how (i.e. on which assumption) each of the explanations for negative examples must be made inconsistent later by the constraints
produced by ACL2. This decision is taken a-posteriori by ACL2 itself when it
produces the constraints. Hence ICL has the freedom to make e; inconsistent on any of the abducibles in it. Learning constraints is now easier because
ICL can choose which abducible to make inconsistent in each explanation e; .
However, this alternative way of splitting the ACL problem is only appropriate
when assumptions for positive examples cannot contradict those for negative
examples. Otherwise, such an inconsistency will not be detected until the end
of the second phase requiring the (costly) return to the rst phase.

4.3 Properties of the Algorithm

In this section, we show the soundness of the ACL algorithm given in
the previous section and discuss its (lack of) completeness.
Let us rst de ne formally the properties of soundness and completeness
of an inductive algorithm for the problem of ACL. Given an algorithm, A, for
ACL we shall write A(hP ; Ii; E + ; E ; ; T ) = T 0 to indicate that, given the hypothesis space hP ; Ii, the positive and negative examples E + and E ; , and the
background knowledge T , the algorithm outputs a program T 0. With respect to
the ACL problem de nition of section 3, soundness and completeness are de ned
as follows.

De nition 4.2 (Soundness)
An algorithm A is sound if whenever A(hP ; Ii; E + ; E ; ; hP; A; I i) = T 0 , then
T 0 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i satis es the conditions of de nition 3.1, i.e. P 0 2 P ,
I 0 2 I and
 T 0 j=A E + ,
 8e; 2 E ; , T 0 6j=A e; .
De nition 4.3 (Completeness)
An algorithm A is complete if whenever there is a T 0 such that T 0 = hP [
P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i satis es the conditions of de nition 3.1, i.e. P 0 2 P , I 0 2 I and
 T 0 j=A E + ,
 8e; 2 E ; , T 0 6j=A e; .
then A(hP ; Ii; E + ; E ; ; hP; A; I i) = T 0 .
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The algorithm for ACL presented above in this section 4 in terms of the ACL1
and ACL2 algorithms is sound but not complete.

Theorem 4.1 (Soundness)

The algorithm ACL is sound.
The proof of this theorem is given in appendix 2. The ACL algorithm is incomplete because the search space of ACL1 is not completely explored. In particular,
there are two choice points which are not considered in order to reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm. The rst choice point is related to the
greedy search in the space of possible programs as in most ILP systems. When
no new clause can be added by the specialization loop, no backtracking is performed on previous clauses added. This can prevent the system from nding
a solution when it is learning a recursive predicate because of the interaction
among clauses: an overgeneral clause may make inconsistent a correct clause
still to be learned that calls it.
The second choice point concerns the di erent abductive explanations
that may be available for each example: the choice of an explanation for an
example can a ect the coverage of future examples. The algorithm does not
perform backtracking on example explanations, it just selects one according to
the order of the learned clauses which in turn depends on the heuristics that is
used and then commits to it.
Finally, we comment that with respect to the generality relations de ned
in section 3.1 for the separate parts of the hypothesis space, the solution found
by the ACL algorithm combines a most general program with a most speci c
set of integrity constraints. Finding most speci c integrity constraints means
that these will restrict as much as possible the number of abductive extensions
that are allowed by the learned theory. This is desirable since initially, with
no constraints, any set of assumptions is allowed: with the learned constraints
we want to maximize the information gained from them by maximizing the
collection of assumption sets that they exclude.

x5

ACL for Multiple Predicate Learning

ACL nds a natural application in the problem of Multiple Predicate
Learning (MPL) in ILP. In MPL we have a learning situation which is similar
to the problem of learning with incompleteness in the background data, since
each predicate to be learned forms part of the background theory for the other
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predicates and the available de nitions for the target predicates are incomplete
during learning. Multiple predicate learning is a task that poses a number of
problems to most ILP systems. These problems and diculties have been exposed in . In this section we will discuss these problems and show how they
can be addressed within the ACL framework.
In multiple predicate learning it is necessary to distinguish between two
types of consistency of a learned clause: local and global consistency of a new
clause with respect to the theory learned so far (current hypothesis). The following de nitions extend those given in by relating the consistency of a clause
to the current partial hypothesis. Intuitively, a clause is locally consistent if it
does not cover any negative example for its head predicate when it is added to a
consistent partial hypothesis. On the other hand, a clause is globally consistent
if the theory obtained by adding it to the current partial hypothesis no negative
example for any target predicate is covered when this is added to the hypothesis.
17)

17)

De nition 5.1 (Local consistency)

Let H be a consistent hypothesis and c a clause for the predicate pi . Then c is
locally consistent with respect to H if and only if covers(B; H [fcg; Ep; ) =
;, where Ep; are the given negative examples on pi .
i

i

De nition 5.2 (Global consistency)

Let H be a consistent hypothesis and c a clause for any target predicate. Then
c is globally consistent with respect to H if and only if covers(B; H [
fcg; E ;) = ;, where E ; is the set of negative examples on all target predicates.
By repeating several times a single predicate learning task, we repeatedly add locally consistent clauses to the current partial hypothesis. However, when learning multiple predicates, adding a locally consistent clause to a consistent hypothesis can produce a globally inconsistent hypothesis as it is shown in the
next example adapted from .
17)

Example 5.1

Suppose we want to learn the de nitions of ancestor and father from the knowledge base:
B = fparent(a; b); parent(d; b); parent(b; c); male(a); female(b)g
and the training sets:
E + = fancestor(a; b); ancestor(d; c); father(a; b)g
E ; = fancestor(b; a); ancestor(a; d); father(b; c); father(a; c)g
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Suppose that the system has rst generated the rules:
ancestor(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ):
father(X; Y ) ancestor(X; Y ); male(X ):
The second rule is incorrect but the system has no means of discovering it at
this stage, since it is locally and globally consistent with respect to the partial
de nition for ancestor.
Then the system learns the recursive rule for ancestor:
ancestor(X; Y ) parent(X; Z ); ancestor(Z; Y ):
This clause is locally consistent with respect to the current hypothesis because
none of the negative examples for ancestor will be covered, but is globally inconsistent because the negative example father(a; c) will be covered.
The system MPL of uses intentional coverage and addresses the problem
of maintaining the global consistency of the current hypothesis by re-testing
the negative examples for all predicates after the addition of a clause and by
performing backtracking on clause addition to the theory.
Another problem that can arise in multiple predicate learning concerns
the case when scarce training examples, particularly negative examples, are available for a subsidiary predicate. In this case, a system could learn an overgeneral
de nition for the subsidiary predicate and this may prevent the system from
nding a consistent de nition for other predicates.
17)

Example 5.2

Suppose we want to learn grandfather and father. Let the background theory
be:
P = fparent(john; mary); male(john);
parent(david; steve); male(david); male(steve);
parent(steve; jim); male(jim);
parent(mary; ellen); female(mary); female(ellen)
parent(ellen; sue); female(sue)g
and let the training data for both concepts be:
E + = fgrandfather(john; ellen); grandfather(david; jim);
father(john; mary)g
E ; = fgrandfather(mary; sue); grandfather(mary; john);
father(john; ellen); father(david; jim); father(jim; david)g
A system that learns rst the rule for father, may learn the overgeneral rule
father(X; Y ) parent(X; Y )
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since it is consistent with the negative examples for father. Then, it would not
be able to accept the correct rule for grandfather, since
grandfather(X; Y ) father(X; Z ); parent(Z; Y ):
would cover as well the negative example grandfather(mary; sue).
On the other hand, if the system learns rst the above correct rule for grandfather
it again needs to recognize that this implies additional negative examples for
father in order to avoid the same overgeneral rule for father.

5.1 M-ACL: a Multiple Predicate Learning framework

The basic idea of performing multiple predicate learning through ACL
is to set the target predicates to be learned as abducible predicates and use
the abductive information that ACL1 generates on these to link the learning
of the di erent predicates. This information can be used in two inter-related
ways. Firstly, it acts as extra training examples for the target predicates. After
the generation of each clause by ACL1, the associated assumptions + and ;
about other target predicates are added to the training set according to their
sign. In e ect, training information for one predicate is transformed into training
information for other predicates. At the same time, this abductive information
generated by ACL1 is used to give us an extra mechanism for ensuring global
consistency in the hypothesis in a way similar to abductive truth maintenance
systems
. The MPL algorithm and system is obtained from ACL1 by encompassing this in a process that uses the abductive information, produced by
ACL1, to detect and restore consistency.
The M-ACL algorithm is therefore based on a dynamic set of training
examples E for the target predicates that contains the given training examples
together with those generated through abduction. It rests on the important
observation that, for de nite logic programs, we can verify the global consistency property of a clause (de nition 5.2) by testing only the negative training
examples for its head predicate in the abductively extended training set of
examples.
The M-ACL algorithm shown in Fig. 4 extends that of ACL1 in several
ways. An extension of the ACL1 Specialize procedure is used, denoted by
SpecializeM . This uses extensional coverage and tries to generate a new clause
r that is correct with respect to the current extended set of training examples
Ec . If this is possible, then the generated clause, r, will cover a set of positive
examples Er+ and no negative example (Er; = ;) with the assumptions r .
44, 32)
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procedure M-ACL(
inputs : E +; E ; : training sets,
P : background theory,

outputs : H : learned theory, EA : abduced examples)
H := ;
 := ;
Ec := E + [ not E ;

repeat

SpecializeM (P; H; Ec ; ; r; Er+ ; Er; ; r )
Ec := Ec n Er+
H := H [ frg
Test(H , ;r ; ;f )
while ;f is non-empty:
Choose(;f ; Ab)
Re ne(H ,Ab,; Ec ; H; Ec ; )
;f := ;f n fAbg

endwhile
If Er; =
6 ; then

RetractClauses(H; ; Er;; Ec ; H; ; Ec )
Update(Ec ; r ; Ec )
 :=  [ r
until Ec+ = ; (covering loop)
EA := Ec n (E + [ E ; )
output H; EA
Fig. 4

The M-ACL algorithm
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If no rule consistent with the current set of negative examples can be found,
then SpecializeM looks for a clause that is consistent only with the original
set of examples but covers the subset Er; of negative examples generated by
abduction. If no such clause can be found, then SpecializeM fails and M-ACL
also fails.
We then check if the generated clause, that was found extensionally
consistent, is also intensionally consistent. To this purpose, the set of negative
assumptions ;r  r generated by SpecializeM is tested against the current
hypothesis: the assumptions are considered as negative examples that must
not be covered. If some of these assumptions are violated (;f denotes this
set of violated assumptions), we try to remove these violations by iteratively
choosing some assumption(s) Ab from ;f and re ning the current hypothesis.
The re nement consists in specializing (or retracting and re-learning) the existing
rules that currently de ne the target predicate of the assumption(s) Ab and are
causing the violation with Ab.
If Er; is not empty, then the clause is locally but not globally consistent
and we backtrack on the clauses that generated the covered examples. These
rules are deleted from the current hypothesis, positive examples covered by them
are re-added to the training set and assumptions and examples generated by
them are removed from  and from the training set. In order to support the
backtracking required at this step, the abductive procedure employed by ACL1
is extended to record, for every assumption, the clause responsible for generating
it.
These two tests on ;r and Er; , when they are successful (i.e. when
;
both f and Er; are empty), ensure that the next candidate hypothesis, i.e.
H [ frg, is globally (intensionally) consistent. We point out that the generation
in M-ACL of the candidate clauses by SpecializeM (using extensional coverage)
allows the interleaving of learning clauses for di erent target predicates. MACL does not require a given order in which to learn the target predicates: the
specialization loop in SpecializeM is initialized with an empty body clause for
each target predicate and the same heuristic function is used in order to select
the next clause to re ne and therefore the next predicate to learn.
Let us now examine how this algorithm and the M-ACL system that
is based on it, behaves in the cases of examples 5.1 and 5.2. In example 5.1,
suppose the system has generated in the current hypothesis the clauses
ancestor(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ):
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father(X; Y ) ancestor(X; Y ); male(X ):
M-ACL will produce, together with the above clause for father, the assumption
fnot ancestor(a; c)g due to the negative example father(a; c). These assumptions then become additional negative examples for ancestor. Their test does
not produce a violation and so at this point the system tries to nd a clause
covering the remaining positive examples for ancestor. The correct solution
ancestor(X; Y ) parent(X; Z ); ancestor(Z; Y ):
is not globally consistent, since it covers the new negative example ancestor(a; c)
generated from the rule for father. However, this clause is locally consistent,
since it does not cover any of the negative examples in the original training set
of ancestor. It is therefore added to the current hypothesis and the system
backtracks to the clause that has generated this violating assumption, namely
to the clause for father. This clause, together with the assumptions that it
has generated, are retracted and the examples for father are re-added to the
training set for this concept to be learned again. At this point, the system is
able to learn the correct rule for father
father(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ); male(X ):
This example shows one way in which the M-ACL system uses the dynamically
generated abductive information on the target predicates to have a focussed
mechanism of detection and repair of global inconsistencies allowing us to recover from an incorrect rule. In example 5.2, M-ACL learns rst the rule for
grandfather because more information is available about it and the heuristic
function prefers it to any of the rules for father. When M-ACL generates the
rule
grandfather(X; Y ) parent(Z; Y ); father(X; Z )
it uses the examples for father as background knowledge making also assumptions about it when this is needed. The above rule will be learned by M-ACL by
making the assumptions fnot father(mary; ellen); father(david; steve)g that
become additional training examples for father. From this new training set,
the system is then able to generate the correct rule for father. Note that,
without the new negative example father(mary; ellen), it would have been
impossible to generate the correct rule for father and the overgeneral rule
father(X; Y ) parent(X; Y ) would have been learned. Thus M-ACL avoids
(in this case) the problem of overgeneralization.
M-ACL does not overgeneralize even if the system rst generates the
overgeneral rule for father. In this case, extensional coverage still allows SpecializeM
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to generate the correct rule for grandfather and to generate the same negative
assumption on father as above. At this stage the M-ACL system will recognize
that we have a violation on the assumption Ab=fnot father(mary; ellen)g and
the Re ne procedure will lead the system to specialize (or re-learn) the rule
for father thus producing at the end the same correct and complete hypothesis as above. Hence, independently of the order of learning, the same extra
assumptions are generated and used to produce the same nal result.
Summarizing, we point out that in e ect the M-ACL system uses a hybrid of extensional and intensional coverage: extensional coverage in the generation of candidate clauses using examples of other target predicates as background
facts together with an intensional test of the theory on the generated negative
assumptions. Its test for global consistency is performed only on a \narrow"
subset of the negative examples, testing only the negative abduced examples
for the head predicate of the clause under test. In contrast, the system MPL
checks the negative examples for all target predicate after the addition of
a clause. In this way M-ACL performs a smaller number of tests with respect
to MPL. In section 6.2 some experiments on learning multiple predicates with
M-ACL are described and the results obtained are compared with MPL: however, since the available implementation of MPL is only prototypical and uses a
semi-automated covering step, no eciency comparison was possible.

17)

x6

Experiments

Two series of experiments have been performed in order to show the
ability of ACL to (1) learn from incomplete background knowledge and (2) to
perform multiple predicate learning. These experiments have been carried out
with an implementation of the ACL systems in Prolog. Their main purpose is
to show that the theoretical framework of ACL can be realized into a practical
system and to con rm that the framework can indeed address problems of learning under incomplete information. Comparisons with other existing systems are
carried out more on the level of accuracy of the learned theory rather than computational eciency (the implementation of ACL is a rst implementation with
little if any code optimization). These experiments are thus \proof of the principle" experiments to test the basic principles of abductive concept learning and
to demonstrate its appropriateness for these types of problems.
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6.1 Learning from Incomplete Background Knowledge

The main purpose of these experiments was to test how well ACL could
learn under incomplete information and to investigate its behaviour under different forms and degrees of incompleteness. The following three datasets are
presented here: (1) a database of family relations with varying degree of incompleteness, (2) (real-life) market research questionnaires which is incomplete
due to unanswered questions or \don't care" answers and (3) the congressional
voting records database from the UCI repository .
In these experiments, the results of ACL have been compared with those
of FOIL , mFOIL and when the data can be represented in attributed-value
form with c4.5 . As might be expected, the results of ACL were better in every experiment, with respect to accuracy and compactness of the learned theory,
than those of FOIL which does not contain any special facility for missing information. For this reason the speci c details of the FOIL results are not presented
below showing only comparisons with mFOIL and c4.5 where appropriate .
The mFOIL and c4.5 systems have special techniques for handling imperfect data that can be either noisy or incomplete. The approach of mFOIL
for dealing with incomplete data consists in relaxing the completeness requirement for the suciency stopping criterion: mFOIL stops adding a clause to the
theory when too few positive examples remain for a clause to be signi cant or
when no signi cant clause can be found with expected accuracy greater than
the default. The signi cance test is based on the likelihood ratio statistic : a
clause is deemed signi cant if its likelihood ratio is higher than a certain signi cance threshold. The default value for the signi cance threshold is 6.64. Unless
otherwise speci ed, mFOIL was run in all the experiments with the parameters
set in the following way: the heuristic function is the m-estimate with m=2,
the beam size is 5, no negation as failure literals are allowed in the language
bias, the minimum number of examples that each rule must cover is 1 and the
signi cance threshold is 6.64.
To deal with incomplete information c4.5 adopts a probabilistic approach
as follows. When c4.5 chooses a test on an attribute A and splits the (current)
training examples T into subsets Tj according to the outcome of this test, if the
attribute A is known for a training example e with value Oi then e is added
into the corresponding set of training examples Ti indicating a probability 1.
7)

64)

24)

66)

7

46)

7 The ACL system was also compared with the recent system of ICL-Sat

from partial interpretations with favourable results.

15)

for learning
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Otherwise, if A is unknown for a case e, then e is associated with each subset Ti
with a weight representing the probability of the case belonging to that subset
estimated by the (weighted) relative frequency of an example having a particular
value for A amongst all examples for which A is known.
The major part of these experiments has concentrated on investigating
the behaviour of the ACL1 subsystem of ACL. This was done to facilitate an
equal comparison with existing systems that learn only rules (or only constraints
but again used as classi cation rules). In most cases though full abductive
theories have also been learned that include integrity constraints which support
the abductive rules generated by ACL1 thus solving the full ACL problem.

[ 1 ] Learning Family Relations

In this experiment the problem of learning family predicates is considered, e.g. that of learning the concept of father, from a database of family
relations containing facts about several other predicates such as parent, son,
daughter, grandfather, male and female etc. We performed several experiments
with di erent degree of incompleteness of the background knowledge and compared the results of ACL1 with those of mFOIL.
The complete background knowledge contains, amongst its 740 facts, 72
facts about parent, 31 facts about male and 24 facts about female. The training
set contains 36 positive examples of father taken from the family database and
200 negative examples of father that were generated randomly. Experiments
were performed from datasets containing 100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50% and
40% of the facts. The incomplete datasets were generated by randomly taking
out facts from the background knowledge. The experiments were performed
using 5-fold cross validation: the examples were divided into 5 blocks and, for
each level of incompleteness, 5 experiments were performed using 4 blocks as the
training set and leaving the other one for testing.
The experiments with ACL1 were performed rst by considering a background knowledge with no constraints and then by adding the following integrity constraints:
male(X ); female(X ):
son(X; Y ); female(X ):
daughter(X; Y ); male(X ):
6)

8

8 For this a version of ACL1 was used speci c for the case where the integrity constraints

have a simple form.
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Table 1

Data

ACL1
100%
1
90%
1
80% 0.996
70%
1
60%
1
50% 0.972
40% 0.976

Performance on the family data

Accuracy
Run Times (seconds)
mFOIL ACL1+IC ACL1 mFOIL ACL1+IC
1
1
38
62
60
0.992
1
42
877
62
0.984
0.996
305
926
9831
0.975
1
251
676
11434
0.984
1
158
555
1134
0.984
1
201
1091
1063
0.951
0.988
171
1329
745

ACL1 learned theories that are simpler, i.e. contain less rules with shorter bodies, than those learned by mFOIL. Table 1 shows the accuracies and run times of
the experiment to learn the concept father for the theories generated by ACL1,
mFOIL and ACL1 plus integrity constraints for all levels of incompleteness. The
values shown are the average values over the 5 folds.
ACL1 was able to learn theories that are more accurate than mFOIL for
all levels of incompleteness apart from 50 %, with run times that are signi cantly
lower than mFOIL ones. When constraints are added to the theory, the accuracy
of ACL1 improves further for incompleteness 50 % and 40 % but with runtimes
that are signi cantly higher. The slower performance of ACL is due to the computational overhead of nding and maintaining a consistent set of assumptions
under which the coverage of positive examples and non-coverage of the negative
examples is ensured. This is an additional output that other ILP systems do
not provide which is useful for the further learning of constraints in teh second
phase of ACL. The cost of consistency checking can potentially be very high and
therefore the experimenter should try to control this by minimizing the number
and complexity of the constraints used.
Moreover, for these experiments, we have applied the ICL system to
solve also the ACL2 problem of learning integrity constraints from the associated
assumptions generated in the rst phase by ACL1 and thus solving the full ACL
problem. In some cases, this generated the constraints that we usually expect
from this domain such as
male(X ); female(X ), or
parent(X; Y ); parent(Y; X )
18)
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In other cases, instead, the generated constraints are more speci c, such as
parent(X; Y ) male(X ); son(Y; X ):
parent(X; Y ); mother(X; Y ) son(Y; X ):
This is due to the fact that the purpose of the generated constraints in ACL2
is just to support the assumptions of the ACL1 part, without considering other
data from the background theory, and therefore ICL selects any set of constraints
that is sucient to achieve this speci c task.

[ 2 ] Marketing Research Data

ACL has been used on several sets of real world data from market research questionnaires aiming to understand the possible success or failure of
selling a new product. In this subsection we report on one such experiment.
This case concerns a market research on a new soft drink brand. The
research was conducted by asking 100 people to taste the drink and to ll a
questionnaire regarding the characteristics of the drink and their personal tastes.
The concept we want to learn is buy(X ) that expresses whether the person would
buy the drink or not. Out of the 100 people interviewed, 52 answered that they
would buy the product, 32 would not and 16 don't know. Therefore we have 52
positive examples and 32 negative ones.
There are 24 background predicates representing the answers to the questionnaire. Some questions require an answer chosen among a number of values:
for example, the question about the aroma of the drink can be answered with
\low", \right" or \high". These values have been represented using the predicates lowaroma(X ), rightaroma(X ) and higharoma(X ). Instead, questions
requiring a yes-no answer have been represented using a single predicate: for
example, whether the person likes natural things is encoded with the predicate
likenatural(X ).
Some questions are unanswered or have don't care answers and these
have been treated as incomplete information in the background. Out of 24
background predicates, 8 are incomplete with degree of incompleteness from
37% (i.e. 37 people out of 100 have not answered or have answered don't care)
up to 89%. The incomplete background predicates have been considered as
abducibles and integrity constraints have been introduced in order to avoid the
abduction of two di erent answers for the same question. For example, for the
question of \overall avour" we have the following constraint on the abducible
predicates that record answers to this question:
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Table 2

Performance on the drinks questionnaire data

Accuracy
Run Times (seconds)
ACL1 c4.5 mFOIL ACL1 c4.5 mFOIL
0.8525 0.812 0.78
6.77 1.92 11.13

goodflavouroverall(X ); poorflavouroverall(X ):
ACL1, mFOIL, c4.5 (and FOIL) were run on this data. The performance of
ACL1, mFOIL and c4.5 were compared by means of a 5-fold cross validation.
The average results for accuracy and runtimes are shown in table 2. ACL1 has
found theories that are, on average, more accurate than c4.5 and mFOIL with
run times higher than c4.5 but lower than mFOIL. In general, the dominant
rules found by ACL1 (and the other systems) were judged to be meaningful by
the experts.
The second phase of ACL was also run on this data to nd constraints
which support the abductive rules and assumptions of ACL1. For example, one
of the constraints found was
goodflavouroverall(X ); higharoma(X )
which (partially) complements the available knowledge on goodflavouroverall(X ).
On average, the constraints found where again judged to be signi cant by experts.

[ 3 ] Congressional Voting Records

This dataset was taken from the UCI repository of machine learning
databases . The dataset includes votes for each of the U.S. House of Representatives Congressmen on 16 issues. The aim is to classify a Congressman as
a democrat or a republican according to the way he voted on these 16 issues.
There are nine di erent types of votes: voted for, paired for, and announced
for (these three simpli ed to yea), voted against, paired against, and announced
against (these three simpli ed to nay), voted present, voted present to avoid
con ict of interest, and did not vote or otherwise make a position known (these
three simpli ed to an unknown disposition).
There are 435 examples in this dataset (267 democrats, 168 republicans)
and 16 attributes, one for each voted issue. 14 out of 16 attributes have unknown
values, for a number of cases that varies from a minimum of 7 to a maximum
of 48. The experiments were performed using 10-fold cross validation and the
7)
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Performance on the congressional voting data

Accuracy
Run Times (seconds)
ACL1 c4.5 mFOIL ACL1 c4.5 mFOIL
0.931 0.964 0.942
306
4
76
results of ACL1 were compared with those of c4.5 and mFOIL. The average
accuracies and run times are shown in table 3.
The accuracy of ACL1 is comparable to c4.5 and mFOIl with the one
of c4.5 marginally better. The computational eciency of ACL1 was inferior to
both c4.5 and mFOIL but this is to be expected as the ACL1 system used is a
rst simple implementation with no code optimization. As in the previous experiments its main overhead stems from the extra computation that it performs
in order to nd necessary assumptions under which the negative examples can
not be covered and the consistency checking for these assumptions.

6.2 Multiple Predicate Learning

In this section we present some experiments that have been performed
with the M-ACL system: (1) learning a de nite clause grammar for simple sentences, (2) learning the de nitions of the mutually recursive predicates even and
odd and (3) learning multiple family relations. As with the previous experiments
their main aim is to demonstrate the basic principles of ACL in its application
to multiple predicate learning and to show that M-ACL exhibits desirable properties for this type of learning e.g. that it is independent of the order of the
predicates, it maintains global consistency, it can backtrack from a wrong clause
and it can avoid overgeneralization.
The same experiments were also tried using the MPL system of in
order to compare the learned theories. However, the available implementation of
MPL is only prototypical with its covering step semi-automated. It also di ers
from the theoretical algorithm since it adopts a hill-climbing search instead of
beam search. Due to these limitations of the prototype it was dicult to perform
any signi cant comparison either in terms of the quality of the theory learned
or the runtimes of the two systems. In fact, the hill-climbing search of the MPL
system prevented it from nding solutions for the grammar data and family
relations data, while on the even and odd data MPL was not able to learn the
correct theory due to its speci c intensional test of examples.
17)
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[ 1 ] Grammar

The data for this experiment is taken from . The aim is to learn the
following de nite clause grammar for parsing very simple English sentences:
(1) sent(A; B ) np(A; C ); vp(C; B ):
(2) np(A; B ) det(A; C ); noun(C; B ):
(3) vp(A; B ) verb(A; B ):
(4) vp(A; B ) verb(A; C ); np(C; B ):
In Claudien-Sat is used to solve this task starting from di erent input interpretations.
The rst interpretation corresponds to a complete syntactic analysis of
the sentence \the dog eats the cat". Therefore the data set contains all the
positive and negative facts mentioning the following lists: [the,dog,eats,the,cat],
[dog,eats,the,cat], [eats,the,cat], [the,cat], [cat] and []. Another interpretation
contains some ungrammatical sentences and corresponds to several attempts to
analyze \the cat the cat". It includes all positive and negative facts mentioning the following lists: [the,cat,the,cat], [cat,the,cat], [cat,cat], [the,cat], [cat],
[cat,the] and []. Similarly, another interpretation contains all positive and negative facts mentioning the lists [the,cat,eats], [cat,eats], [cat,sings], [the,cat,sings],
[dog,cat], [sings], [eats],[the] and [].
M-ACL has learned the above rules in the following order: (2), (3), (1),
(4). Note that the de nition for sent was learned at a point where the de nition
for vp was not complete. This was possible because the system used the examples
for vp to complete its de nition, by exploiting the hybrid form of coverage. In
this case the training set was such that no assumption has been necessary for
covering the positive examples for sent, while some negative assumptions about
np were necessary in order to avoid the coverage of negative examples for sent.
15)

15)

[ 2 ] Mutually Recursive Predicates

The task consists in learning the mutually recursive de nition for the
predicates even(X ) and odd(X )
(1) even(X ) zero(X ):
(2) odd(X ) succ(X; Y ); even(Y ):
(3) even(X ) succ(X; Y ); odd(Y ):
The background knowledge contains the fact zero(0) and the de nition of the
predicate succ(X; Y ) whose meaning is \X is the successor of Y ". The training
set is obtained from a complete training set containing facts for all the numbers
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from 0 to 9 by removing some of these. For example, we may remove the positive examples odd(1); odd(5); odd(7); even(2); even(6) and the negative examples
even(3); even(7); even(9); odd(6); odd(8). The training set is therefore given by:
E + = fodd(3); odd(9); even(0); even(4); even(8)g
E ; = feven(1); even(5); odd(0); odd(2); odd(4)g M-ACL generated the following
output:
/* Execution time 0.440000 seconds. Generated rules */
rule(even(A),[zero(A)],c2)
GC: yes, LC: yes
Covered positive examples: [even(0)]
Covered positive abduced examples: []
Covered negative abduced examples: []
Abduced literals: []

rule(even(A),[succ(A,B),odd(B)],c13)
GC: yes, LC: yes
Covered positive examples: [even(8),even(4)]
Covered positive abduced examples: []
Covered negative abduced examples: []
Abduced literals: [[odd(7),c13]]

rule(odd(A),[succ(A,B),even(B)],c21)
GC: yes, LC: yes
Covered positive examples: [odd(9),odd(3)]
Covered positive abduced examples: [odd(7)]
Covered negative abduced examples: []
Abduced literals: [[not(even(3)),c21]]

Every rule learned is represented in the form rule(Head,Body,Identifier)
where Identifier is a constant that identi es the rule. The attributes GC and
LC that appear after each rule express whether the rule is, respectively, globally
or locally consistent.
M-ACL has learned clause (3) by exploiting the examples for odd as
background knowledge and by abducing the missing example odd(7). This example is then added to the training set and is covered by clause (2). For clause
(3), no negative assumption was necessary for not covering the two negative
examples even(1) and even(5) because odd(0) and odd(4) are in the negative
training set. Instead, for clause (2), the negative assumption not even(3) was
necessary to uncover the negative example odd(4). This experiment shows the
ability to learn mutually recursive predicates, exploiting both extensional coverage and abduction.
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MPL was not able to nd a solution in this case due to the intensional
coverage test it adopts. MPL rst learns clause (1) and then it is not able to
learn any of the recursive clauses because, by using intensional coverage, clause
(2) would cover only the example odd(1) which is not in the training set, while
clause (3) does not cover any example.

[ 3 ] Multiple Family Relations

Several experiments to learn multiple family relations were carried out.
In one such experiment the task is to learn the predicates brother and sibling
from a background theory about parent, male and female. The bias allowed the
body of the rules for brother to be any subset of

fparent(X; Y ); parent(Y; X ); sibling(X; Y ); sibling(Y; X );
male(X ); male(Y ); female(X ); female(Y )g
while the body of the rules for sibling can be any subset of
fparent(X; Y ); parent(Y; X ); parent(X; Z );

parent(Z; X ); parent(Z; Y ); parent(Y; Z );
male(X ); male(Y ); male(Z ); female(X ); female(Y ); female(Z )g
Therefore, the rules we are looking for are

brother(X; Y ) sibling(X; Y ); male(X ):
sibling(X; Y ) parent(Z; X ); parent(Z; Y ):
The family database considered for these experiments, taken from , contains
16 facts about brother, 38 about sibling, 22 about parent, 9 about male and 10
about female. The background knowledge was obtained from this database by
considering all the facts about male and female and only 50 % of the facts about
parent (selected randomly). The training set contains all the facts about brother
and 50 % of the facts about sibling (also selected randomly). Negative examples
were generated by making the Closed World Assumption and taking a random
sample of the false atoms: 36 negative examples for sibling and 37 for brother.
For this problem the abducible predicates are the target predicates brother and
sibling plus the background predicate parent.
From this data, M-ACL has constructed rst the rule
brother(X; Y ) sibling(Y; X ); male(X ):
It has exploited both the positive examples of sibling to cover positive examples
17)
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of brother and negative examples of sibling to avoid covering negative examples
for brother. This rule was constructed rst because the heuristics preferred it to
the rules for sibling, as more information was available for the predicate sibling
rather than for parent. When learning this rule, ACL1 has made a number of
assumptions on sibling: it has abduced 3 positive facts (that become positive
examples for sibling) and 33 negative facts (that become negative examples for
sibling). Then, M-ACL constructs the rule for sibling
sibling(X; Y ) parent(Z; X ); parent(Z; Y ):
using this new training set and making assumptions on parent.
This experiment shows again how M-ACL is able to learn multiple predicates exploiting the information available and generating new data for one predicate while learning another.

x7

Related Work

The work of this paper builds on earlier proposals in and
for learning simpler forms of abductive theories. In the basic de nition of
Abductive Concept Learning was introduced and various relations among induction and abduction were investigated. Its study of ACL was primarily at
the abstract level indicating, through simple examples, the properties that such
learning would have with no algorithmic study of the problem. In the current
paper, after modifying slightly the de nition, the problem of ACL is studied in
detail at the theoretical, algorithmic and empirical level establishing rmly its
theoretical and practical properties.
The previous works in
have studied speci c aspects of the general
problem of learning with abduction and ACL. Again this was done more at
a descriptive level on examples studying simple algorithms for such learning
and demonstrating the potential of abduction in addressing some interesting
problems in learning. Speci cally, in an algorithm was presented that is able
to learn theories with exceptions by introducing new abducibles into rules.
In and , the problem of ACL is studied but this study is restricted
only to the rst part of the problem, namely to ACL1. As above, the learning
algorithm used is simple (with a depth rst search), appropriate only for toy
examples of the problem. Moreover, again the emphasis of this work was put on
the application to learning recursive predicates and on the problem of learning
exceptions by concentrating on the speci c case of abduction for negation as
failure. The current work has more emphasis on the application to the prob22)

22)

26, 50, 51)

26)

51)

50)

26, 50, 51)
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lems of learning from incomplete background information and multiple predicate
learning.
In general, the work in the present paper extends and complements these
previous works in several ways by providing a rmer theoretical framework for
abduction in learning, a method for learning constraints in the second phase
of ACL2, an e ective algorithm based on a beam search with an appropriate
heuristic function, a practical system for ACL and a thorough empirical study
on non-trivial experimental data. In this way the current work establishes rmly
the utility of abduction in learning advocated by the previous work.
The use of abduction in learning, either in an implicit or explicit form,
has recently been examined by several works
. The abductive assumptions generated during learning are then used in di erent ways
depending on the kind of learning task the system is performing. In many cases
abduction is used as a useful mechanism that can support some of the activities
of the learning system. For example, in theory revision, abduction is used as one
of the basic revision operators for the overall learning process
. For
each individual positive example that is not entailed by the theory, abduction
is applied to determine the set of assumptions that would allow it to be proved.
These assumptions are then used to suggest where the current theory should be
revised. In
the assumptions are either added as facts to the theory or new
clauses are learned for covering them. Theory revision thus uses induction over
abduced examples in order to achieve its task. In addition, some of these systems use abductive assumptions for revising overspeci c rules by removing from
them the literal(s) that generated the assumption . This type of integration of
abduction and induction has been studied in a principled way in where an integrated framework that combines Abductive and Inductive Logic Programming
is proposed. The generation of abduced examples in theory revision (re nement)
is similar to one of the uses of abduction in ACL where abductive assumptions
are generated and used as extra training information either for learning integrity
constraints or for learning other predicates in the M-ACL framework for multiple
predicate learning. However, in ACL abduction plays an additional and more
central role in the de nition of the basic learning covering relation.
Abduction is used as well when performing predicate invention
:
if no literal in the language bias can be found that can make a clause consistent, a literal for a new predicate is generated and added to the clause. Then,
examples for the new predicate are generated by means of abduction from the
1, 2, 3, 10, 13, 56, 37, 47, 68)

2, 13, 56, 68, 67)

13, 2)

56)

3)
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positive and negative examples for the target predicate. Recently, this type of
invention of new abducibles has been studied in when learning non-monotonic
logic programs. The ACL framework as de ned in section 3 of this paper does
not allow for the use of new (unknown to the background theory) abducible
predicates. This though can be extended to accommodate this possibility. The
extension of the theoretical framework is straightforward simply by the introduction in the language of such abducible predicates. In practice though the
extension of the ACL algorithm and system in order to accommodate abducible
invention is more complicated needing to take into account semantical and practical considerations relating to the incompleteness of the learning data. A rst
attempt would extend the ACL algorithm so that if no literal in the bias can
make the current clause consistent (thus re ecting the incompleteness in the
available data), a literal for a new abducible predicate may be added to the
clause and the abductive proof procedure used to generate training examples for
the new abducible predicate. We can also use similar methods as in M-ACL to
exploit this new predicate when learning other predicates thus evaluating the
utility of this form of predicate invention in repeated learning as proposed in the
recent work of . Further investigation of this problem of abducible invention
is required.
Abduction is used also as a suitable mechanism for extending Explanation Based Learning
in cases where the given domain theory is incomplete
in the description of some of its predicates. These predicates are then treated as
abducible and proofs can be completed by abduction before they are generalized.
The work of proposes an approach where abduction is used as the
basic covering relation for learning in a di erent way with respect to us. Abduction is carried out on the concept to be learned rather than on the (incomplete)
background predicates. A system, called Lab, is presented that uses a simple, propositional form of abduction in the context of a particular application
of learning theories for a diagnostic reasoning model. In this reasoning model,
theories are composed of rules of the form symptom ( disorder and the task
of abduction is to nd a (minimum) set of disorders that explains all the symptoms. Lab is given as input a set of training cases each consisting of a set of
symptoms together with their correct diagnosis (set of disorders) and it produces
a theory such that the correct diagnosis for each training example is a (minimum) abductive explanation. In Lab, therefore, the explanations themselves
are considered as the output of the target theory (the target predicates are the
35)
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abducible disorder predicates) requiring that the learned theory respects the
input-output couples given in the training cases.
Recently, the deeper relationship between abduction and induction has
been the topic of study of two workshops
where various (preliminary)
works on the integration of abduction in learning have been proposed
.
Of these, is the closest to our work: it presents a top-down learning algorithm
that employs an abductive proof procedure for testing the coverage of examples.
They consider a cost for each explanation by assigning a cost to every abducible
literal. The minimum cost for explaining examples is then taken into account in
a FOIL-like clause evaluation function. As ACL, the system can be applied to
learn from incomplete background data.
Several other proposals for learning with incomplete information exist.
In attributed-based or propositional learning one common way to handle incomplete information (i.e. missing attribute values) is to replace each example with
a missing value with several examples, one for each of the possible values of the
attribute, and to associate to each example a fractional weight, representing the
conditional (with respect to the class of the example) probability of that particular value. The conditional probability of the di erent values is estimated with
the relative frequency from the set of instances. This is the approach followed
by ASSISTANT , CN2 and C4.5 . Various approaches to the handling of
incomplete information are empirically compared in .
An early ILP system that is able to deal with missing information is that
of LINUS . This learns rst order theories by rst translating an ILP problem
into an attribute-value representation and by then employing an attribute-value
algorithm that handles incomplete information. In this way, it is able to deal
both with missing arguments and missing facts in the background knowledge.
The drawbacks of this approach are the large number of attributes that may be
necessary and the restriction of the language of target programs to determinate
Datalog clauses.
The systems FORCE2 , SKILit , CHILLIN and FOIL-I were
designed to learn recursive predicates from incomplete information in the training set but not in the background knowledge. In the authors propose several
frameworks for learning from partial interpretations. A particular framework
that can learn form incomplete information is that of learning from satis ability . This framework is more general than ACL as both the examples and
the hypotheses can be clausal theories. On the other hand, theories learned by
28, 29)
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this framework correspond only to the integrity constraints part of an abductive
theory with no (or a trivial default) rule part.
A problem that is related to learning from incomplete data is that of
learning from noisy or in general imperfect data
. This problem is handled
by relaxing the requirements of consistency and completeness in the necessity
and suciency stopping criteria and by adopting special heuristic functions for
guiding the search. In general, these systems see incompleteness as a special case
of noise and hence it may be that methods for handling noise are too coarse for
incompleteness. Indeed, when we know in which predicates the incompleteness
lies, then we would expect that we can use more specialised techniques, like the
ACL framework, to get better results than the more general methods for noise.
This is con rmed by some of the experiments presented in section 6 of this paper.
As we have seen, ACL can use integrity constraints as part of its background knowledge. Learning from integrity constraints was rst examined in
and . Recently, the system Progol is able to learn from integrity constraints.
However, in these cases, integrity constraints are used to impose conditions on
the target predicates that need to be respected by the learned clauses. In ACL,
instead, constraints impose conditions on background rather than target predicates and are used to restrict the assumptions of background facts rather than
for specializing the clauses.
On the other hand, ACL also learns new integrity constraints as part
of its nal learned theory. Hence ACL involves a combination of explanatory
(predictive) and con rmatory (descriptive) induction. Although several ILP
systems (e.g.
) can produce theories that combine rules and integrity
constraints, all of these use a single form of induction to generate both parts of
the theory. In our work, abduction helps to integrate in a single framework the
di erent ILP learning methods based on predictive and descriptive induction.
From this point of view ACL falls within the framework of integration of these
two ILP settings proposed in . Finally, we point out that, as abductive theories
are non-monotonic in nature, ACL can provide us with a method for learning
non-monotonic theories. It can thus be used to address similar learning problems
as those tackled in the work of
.
24, 53)
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Conclusions

We have studied the new learning framework of Abductive Concept
Learning (ACL) setting up its theoretical foundations and developing a rst
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system for it. This framework integrates abduction and induction extending the
Inductive Logic Programming paradigm in order to learn abductive theories:
both the background and target theories are abductive theories and deductive
entailment as the coverage relation in ILP is replaced by an abductive entailment
in the learning problem of ACL. The main application of ACL is learning from
incomplete information.
The ACL problem can be decomposed into two subproblems, ACL1 and
ACL2, the rst consisting of learning the rule part of the abductive theory and
the second consisting of learning the constraint part. ACL1 is an explanatory
(predictive) learning problem, while ACL2 is a con rmatory (descriptive) learning problem. Based on this decomposition, a system for learning in this new
framework has been developed that solves the ACL problem by rst solving
ACL1 and then ACL2. These separate problems are solved using and adapting
algorithms and techniques from the existing ILP frameworks for explanatory
concept learning from examples and descriptive learning from interpretations.
In this way, ACL represents a non-trivial and useful integration of these two
main ILP settings.
The ACL framework allows us also to tackle e ectively the problem of
multiple predicate learning, where each predicate is required to be learned from
the incomplete data for the other predicates. By employing abduction we are
able to link the learning of the di erent predicates and ensure the coherence
among the de nitions learned for them. A separated system for multiple predicate learning, called M-ACL, has been developed by suitably modifying the ACL
system.
Several experiments were performed with data from various sources to
test ACL1 (and ACL) on problems of learning from incomplete information in
comparison with other systems such as FOIL, mFOIL and, when appropriate,
with c4.5. The performance of ACL1 in terms of accuracy and compactness of the
learned theory was superior to FOIL, which does not have any special facility for
missing information, and comparable (in many cases marginally better) to those
of mFOIL and c4.5. ACL1 also compared favourable with the ICL-Sat system
adapted from ICL for learning with partial interpretations. Other experiments
were also done that con rmed the ability of M-ACL to learn multiple predicates.
The computational eciency of ACL1 was inferior to that of c4.5 and FOIL. This
is due partly to the initial non-optimized implementation of ACL1 but mainly to
the fact that ACL1 computes the additional output of supporting assumptions
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for the learned rules that are useful for the further learning of constraints in the
second phase of ACL. These \proof of the principle" experiments demonstrate
the ability of ACL to learn with incomplete information and its appropriate use
for multiple predicate learning.
There are several directions for further work. One such direction is the
more ecient development of the ACL system where the checking of integrity
constraints is controlled. Another possibility is the study of predicate invention
within the ACL framework through the natural use of new (unknown) abducible
predicates. At a deeper level another important direction of future work concerns
the separation of the full ACL problem to its two subproblems. The development
of the ACL algorithm and system in this paper was heavily based on the separation of the full ACL problem into the ACL1 and ACL2 subproblems, adapting
traditional ILP techniques to solve these. Further work is needed to examine
other ways of synthesizing these subproblems and more importantly to develop
algorithms that would search directly the full space of abductive theories. This
involves the de nition of generality orderings for this space and the development
of suitable re nement operators that would allow the simultaneous learning of
both parts (rules and constraints) of an abductive theory.
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x1 Proof of Theorem 3.1 on Equivalence of ACL
with ACL1 and ACL2

Theorem 1.18
Let TACL1 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I i, + and ; be the solution of ACL1 given training
sets E + and E ; , background theory T = hP; A; I i and space of possible programs
P . Moreover, let T 0 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I [ I 0 i be the solution to ACL2 given the
previous solution of ACL1 and hypothesis space I . Then T 0 is a solution to the
ACL problem that has E + and E ; as training sets, T as background theory and
P and I as spaces of possible programs and constraints.

We rst prove that T 0 j=A E + and then that 8e; 2 E ; , T 0 6j=A e; .
Proof of T 0 j=A E + : from ACL1 we have that MP [P 0 (+ ) j= E + . From ACL1
and ACL2 we have, respectively, that MP [P 0 (+ ) j= I and MP [P 0 (+ ) j= I 0 ,
therefore MP [P 0 (+ ) j= I [ I 0 . This, together with MP [P 0 (+ ) j= E + , proves
that + is an abductive explanation for E + in T 0 .
Proof of 8e; 2 E ; , T 0 6j=A e; : from ACL1 we have that TACL1 j=A not E ; with ; .
From the de nition of strong abductive explanation of a conjunction of goals
(de nition 2.8) ; is also a strong abductive explanation for not e; for every
e; 2 E ; . Therefore, from property 2.1 in section 2 we have
8e; : TACL1 j=A e; with e; ; 9l 2 e; : l 2 ;
Since the integrity constraints in T 0 are a superset of those in TACL1 and the
rule part is the same, the set of explanations for e; in T 0 is a subset of those for
e; in TACL1.
The constraints I 0 generated by ACL2 make inconsistent each of the
complements in ; and hence, for every such e; , there exists an l 2 e;
such that flg is inconsistent with I 0 . From the restricted form of the integrity

Proof
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constraints in I 0 , any superset of flg, in particular e; , cannot satisfy the
integrity constraints. Therefore, any e; is not a consistent extension of T 0 and
hence T 0 6j=A e; as required.

x2

Proof of Theorem 4.1 on Soundness of ACL

Let us rst give the proof of proposition 2.1 that will be needed for
proving theorem 4.1.

Proposition 2.1
Let T = hP; A; I i be an abductive theory in its three-valued version and let 1

and 2 be two strong abductive explanations of, respectively, G1 and G2 , where
G1 and G2 can be either positive or negative goals. If 1 [ 2 is self-consistent,
then 1 [ 2 is a strong abductive explanation for G1 ^ G2 .

Proof We rst consider the case where G1 and G2 are two positive goals.
We need to verify the two conditions of de nition 2.7.
Let us rst prove that M (1 [ 2 ) is a generalized model. Consider 2
as a self-consistent extension of 1 . Since 1 is a strong abductive explanation,
any self-consistent extension 0 of 1 for which M (0 ) j= I , is such that M (1 [
0 ) j= I . Taking 0 = 2 , since 2 is an abductive explanation, M (2 ) j= I
holds and so M (1 [ 2 ) j= I . Therefore M (1 [ 2 ) is a generalized model.
Since P [ 1 [ 2 is a de nite logic program, M (1 [ 2 )  M (1 ) and
M (1 [ 2 )  M (2 ) therefore M (1 [ 2 ) j= G1 and M (1 [ 2 ) j= G2 , so
1 [ 2 is an abductive explanation for both G1 and G2 .
To show that 1 [ 2 satis es the second condition of de nition 2.7
consider a set 0 such that 0 [ 1 [ 2 is self-consistent and M (0 ) j= I . We
need to prove that M (0 [ 1 [ 2 ) j= I . Consider the set 00 = 0 [ 2 . Since
1 is strong and 00 [ 1 is self-consistent, if M (00 ) j= I then M (1 [ 00 ) j= I
would follow. But M (00 ) j= I is true since 2 is strong, 0 [2 is self-consistent
and M (0 ) j= I . Therefore the second condition of de nition 2.7is proved.
Consider now the case where we have two negative goals G1 = not O1
and G2 = not O2 . In order for 1 [ 2 to be a strong abductive explanation for
G1 and G2 , we need to show that the conditions of de nition 2.8 are satis ed.
The fact that M (1 [ 2 ) is a strong generalized model can be proved in the
same way as for positive goals. To show that M (1 [ 2 ) 6j= O1 (and similarly
M (1 [ 2 ) 6j= O2 ) we note that 1 is a strong abductive explanation for not O1
and hence if 2 were an abductive explanation for O1 , then 1 [ 2 would not
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be self-consistent which contradicts the hypothesis of the statement. Next we
show the second condition of de nition 2.8, i.e., that for every 0 that is an
abductive explanation for O1 (or O2 ), then (1 [ 2 ) [ 0 is not self-consistent.
This follows directly from the fact that if 0 is an explanation for O1 (O2 ),
since 1 (2 ) is strong, then 0 [ 1 (0 [ 2 ) is not self-consistent and hence
1 [ 2 [ 0 is not self-consistent. The other case where one of the goals is
positive and the other is negative can be shown similarly.

Theorem 2.22 (Soundness)
The ACL algorithm is sound.

ACL nds a solution T 0 of ACL by solving the ACL1 and ACL2 subproblems in sequence. Theorem 3.1 states that the combination of the solutions
of ACL1 and ACL2 gives a solution for ACL. Therefore, to prove the soundness
of ACL, it is sucient to prove that the solutions found by the algorithms for
ACL1 and ACL2 satisfy their respective subproblem de nitions.
For the second phase of ACL2, this is guaranteed by the correctness
of the ICL algorithm or of any other sound method used for discriminating
between positive and negative interpretations. It remains therefore to prove that
the procedure ACL1 is sound with respect to the ACL1 de nition, i.e. that, given
the background theory T = hP; A; I i and training sets E + and E ; , the program
TACL1 = hP [ P 0 ; A; I i and the sets + and ; that are generated by the
algorithm are such that
TACL1 j=A E + with +
(1)

Proof

18)

(2)
TACL1 j=A not E ; with ;
+ [ ; is self-consistent
(3)
ACL1 learns the program TACL1 by iteratively adding a new clause to the current hypothesis, initially empty. Each clause is tested by trying an abductive
derivation for each positive and for each (negated) negative example.
Suppose that clauses are learned in the following order: c1 ; : : : ; cl . Let
H1 ; : : : ; Hl be the successive partial hypotheses, with H0 = ; and Hk = Hk;1 [
fck g, and let Tk = hP [ Hk ; A; I i. Let also Ek+ = fe+k;1 ; : : : ; e+k;n g be the set
of positive examples whose conjunction is covered by clause ck and let E + =
fe+1; : : : ; e+n g, E ; = fe;1 ; : : : ; e;m g be the complete sets of positive and negative
examples.
k
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For each clause ck , we de ne two sets of abductive assumptions in
k and
out
k . in
is
the
initial
set
of
assumptions
under
which
the
testing
of
examples
k
with this clause starts. out
k is the nal set of assumptions produced in the
derivations of all the examples in Ek+ and in E ; . The input sets in
k are de ned
in
in
out
in
recursively via k = k;1 [ k;1 for k = 2; : : : ; l, with 1 = ;. The output
+
;
out
sets out
k are given by k = k [ k with
+k =

;k =

[

i=1;:::;n

[

j =1;:::;m

e

+

k;i

k

k;not e;
j

where e is the explanation for example e+k;i and k;not e; is the explanation
for not e;j in the theory Tk = hP [ Hk ; A; I i.
We will show that each abductive explanation e and k;not e; is
a strong abductive explanation in the theory Tk . These explanations are constructed successively with the explanation for each example forming part of the
input for the next example. Therefore, if the input sets in
k are strong, then
also the individual explanations are strong, by the correctness (with respect to
de nition 2.9) of the abductive derivation used by the algorithm and the property of proposition 2.1 that the union of strong explanations is strong. Note also
that the successive test of the examples by the abductive derivation in the algorithm ensures that these individual explanations are self-consistent with each
other required for the application of proposition 2.1.
Hence we need to show that in
k are strong abductive extensions in Tk ,
for k = 1; : : : ; l. We do this by induction on k. For k = 1, in
1 = ; which is a
strong abductive extension because, by the assumptions on the hypothesis spaces
of the integrity constraints and programs, it always satis es any set of constraints
and it trivially satis es the strong property in de nition 2.7. Suppose that in
k
is strong in Tk , we have to prove that in
is
strong
in
T
.
We
rst
prove
k
+1
k+1
in
in
out
that in
k+1 is strong in Tk . k+1 = k [ k is the union of strong abductive
out
extensions of Tk : in
k is strong by the inductive hypothesis and k is strong
because is the union of strong explanations computed successively by the correct
abductive derivations of the algorithm starting from the strong extension in
k.
Also the derivations ensures that all these explanations are self-consistent with
each other. Therefore, by proposition 2.1, in
k+1 is a strong abductive extension
+

k;i

J

+

k;i

J
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of Tk .

We still need to show that in
k+1 is a strong extension of Tk+1 . This can
be done by directly verifying the conditions in the de nition 2.7 of strong abductive extension. Since the integrity constraints I and the background program P
do not contain any target predicate, their satisfaction is independent from the
addition of any clause for the target predicates. Therefore, as in
k+1 satis es I
in Tk , it does so in Tk+1 as well. We also need to show that, for any set 0 such
0
0
in
0
that in
k+1 [  is self-consistent and  satis es I in Tk+1 , k+1 [  must also
do so in Tk+1 . From the independence of I and P from the target predicates,
0 satis es I in Tk+1 implies that 0 satis es I in Tk . Since in
k+1 is strong in
in
0
Tk , then k+1 [  satis es I in Tk . Again, the independence of I and P from
0
the target predicates gives that in
k+1 [  satis es I in Tk+1 .
We can now show the ACL1 conditions with
[ [
+ =
e
k=1;:::;l i=1;:::;n

+

k;i

k

; =

[

k=1;:::;l j =1;:::;m

k;not e;
j

which, by construction, are the nal sets returned by the ACL1 algorithm. We
rst show that all the explanations for the individual examples are strong abductive explanations in the nal theory Tl = TACL1 from the fact that they are
strong in their respective theories Tk . This follows in the same way as we have
shown above that in
k+1 is strong in Tk+1 from the fact that it is strong in Tk .
We also know that all these individual explanations are self-consistent
with each other. This follows directly from their successive construction in the
algorithm satisfying the abductive derivability of de nition 2.9. Hence + [ ;
is self-consistent and the third condition (3) of ACL1 is satis ed. Moreover,
by proposition 2.1, the union + is then also a strong abductive explanation
of E1+ ; : : : ; El+ in TACL1. From the suciency stopping criterion we have that
E1+ [ : : : [ El+ = E + , therefore + is a strong abductive explanation of E + in
TACL1 and condition 1 is satis ed. Similarly, by proposition 2.1, the union ;
is a strong abductive explanation of E ; in TACL1 and condition 2 is satis ed.

x3

Abductive Proof Procedure
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In the following we recall the abductive proof procedure for ALP, taken
from , used as a basis for the abductive coverage procedure in the ACL1
algorithm.
This ALP procedure is applied to abductive theories T = hP; A; I i in
their positive form. Thus the abducibles A contain predicates (a 2 A) for
positive assumptions and predicates (not a 2 A) for negative assumptions.
The integrity constraints in I are restricted to have a denial form, :(B1 ^
: : : ^ Bm ^ :A1 ^ : : : ^ :Ak ) (written here in logic programming style as goals
(B1 ; : : : ; Bm ; :A1 ; : : : ; :Ak ), with at least one abducible with no de nition in
P appearing in B1 ; : : : ; Bm . Integrity constraints in the range-restricted clausal
form, A1 _ : : : _ Ak B1 ^ : : : ^ Bm , are rst transformed into the equivalent
denial above before they are used by the abductive procedure.
This procedure also assumes that the program P of T contains no de nitions for the abducible predicates ie. no rule (or fact) in P has in its head an
abducible predicate. When the program contains such de nitions the abductive
theory T = hP; A; I i can be rst transformed so that no such de nitions exist.
For each abducible predicate p that contains a partial de nition in P we add
a new abducible p to the set of abducibles A, we remove p from A and we
add the rule p(X~ ) p (X~ ) to the program P . In this way, if p(~c) can not be
derived using the partial de nition for p, it can be derived by abducing p (~c)
thus e ectively abducing p.
The procedure is composed of two phases: abductive derivation and
consistency derivation.
44)

Abductive derivation

An abductive derivation from (G1 1 ) to (Gn n ) in hP; A; I i via a safe selection rule
R, of a literal from a goal, is a sequence
(G1 1 ); (G2 2 ); : : : ; (Gn n )
such that each Gi has the form L1 ; : : : ; Lk , R(Gi ) = Lj and (Gi+1 i+1 ) is obtained
according to one of the following rules:
(1) If Lj is not abducible, then Gi+1 = C and i+1 = i where C is the resolvent
of some clause in P with Gi on the selected literal Lj ;
(2) If Lj is abducible and Lj 2 i , then Gi+1 = L1 ; : : : ; Lj;1 ; Lj+1 ; : : : ; Lk and
i+1 = i ;
(3) If Lj is a ground abducible, Lj 62 i and Lj 62 i and there exists a consistency
derivation from (fLj g i [fLj g) to (fg 0 ) then Gi+1 = L1 ; : : : ; Lj;1 ; Lj+1 ;
: : : ; Lk and i+1 = 0 .
Steps (1) and (2) are SLD-resolution steps with the rules of P and abductive assumptions already computed, respectively. In step (3) a new abductive assumption is
required and it is added to the current set of assumptions provided it is consistent.
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Consistency derivation
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A consistency derivation for an abducible from ( ; 1 ) to (Fn n ) in hP; A; I i is a
sequence
( 1 ); (F1 1 ); (F2 2 ); : : : ; (Fn n )
where :
(i) F1 is the union of all goals of the form L1 ; : : : ; Ln obtained by resolving the
abducible with the denials in I with no such goal been empty;
(ii) for each i > 1, let Fi have the form f L1 ; : : : ; Lk g [ Fi0 , then for some j =
1; : : : ; k Lj is selected and (Fi+1 i+1 ) is obtained according to one of the
following rules:
(C1) If Lj is not abducible, then Fi+1 = C 0 [ Fi0 where C 0 is the set of all resolvents
of clauses in P with L1 ; : : : ; Lk on the literal Lj and the empty goal [] 62 C 0 ,
and i+1 = i ;
(C2) If Lj is abducible, Lj 2 i and k > 1, then
Fi+1 = f L1 ; : : : ; Lj;1 ; Lj+1 ; : : : ; Lk g [ Fi0
and i+1 = i ;
(C3) If Lj is abducible, Lj 2 i then Fi+1 = Fi0 and i+1 = i ;
(C4) If Lj is a ground abducible, Lj 62 i and Lj 62 i , and there exists an
abductive derivation from ( Lj i ) to ([] 0 ) then Fi+1 = Fi0 and i+1 =
0 ;
(C5) If Lj is equal to :A with A a ground atom and there exists an abductive
derivation from ( A i ) to ([] 0 ) then Fi+1 = Fi0 and i+1 = 0 .
In case (C1) the current branch splits into as many branches as the number of resolvents
of L1 ; : : : ; Lk with the clauses in P on Lj . If the empty clause is one of such
resolvents the whole consistency check fails. In case (C2) the goal under consideration
is made simpler if literal Lj belongs to the current set of assumptions i . If the goal
contains only one literal then the derivation fails. In case (C3) the current branch is
already consistent under the assumptions in i , and this branch is dropped from the
consistency checking. In case (C4) the current branch of the consistency search space
can be dropped provided Lj is abductively provable. In case (C5), like (C4) the
current branch fails and can be dropped provided that we can show that the atom A
holds.
Given an initial goal (query) G and initial set of assumptions in , possibly
empty, the procedure succeeds, and returns the set of abducibles out i there exists
an abductive derivation from (G in ) to ([] out). In this case, we also say that the
abductive derivation succeeds.

